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Abstract
Automated segmentation of anatomical structures is still an open challenge in medical
imaging. In particular, when the structures to be segmented do not possess distinct
image characteristics (like well defined edges, shapes or region properties), it is quite
challenging to obtain accurate and robust segmentations. In such cases, inclusion of
more prior knowledge into the segmentations process is essential.
Atlas-based methods are widely used for exploiting prior knowledge. Atlas is a
reference image, which is similar to the target image to be segmented, and in which
structures of interest have been accurately segmented, usually by hand, or by semi-
automatic methods. The general procedure for obtaining the segmentations in the target
image can be summarized in a two-step procedure: first, a dense deformation field that
maps the atlas onto the target image is computed using appropriate registration methods.
Second, the deformation field computed above is applied to the already segmented
structures of interest in the atlas, and this provides segmentations of the corresponding
structures in the target image. It has been shown in many recent works that, instead of
using just a single atlas, if the segmentations obtained from multiple atlases are merged
together with an appropriate fusion strategy, then the resulting segmentations are more
accurate and robust.
In this thesis, we therefore focus on two important aspects of atlas-based methods
that have a significant impact on the accuracy of segmentation: (i) developing efficient
registration methods for computing the dense deformation field, and (ii) developing
efficient fusion methods for merging segmentations obtained from multiple atlases.
There are mainly four methodological contributions from this thesis.
First, we present a new and original variational framework for atlas-based registra-
tion. This framework is quite general and encompasses many state-of-the-art registration
methods. It integrates both the active contour-based registration forces and the dense
deformation fields of the optical flow framework. We also demonstrate the advantages
of this framework by comparing it with other classical registration methods.
Second, we propose a Markov Random Field (MRF) based framework that performs
simultaneously both fusion and edge-preserving smoothing of labels. We show how the
existing fusion methods like majority voting, global weighted voting, local weighted
voting and shape based averaging (SBA) can be reformulated to profit from the proposed
framework. This framework has resulted in more accurate as well as contiguous regions
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by getting rid of the unwanted holes and islands in the output segmentations.
Third, we propose two new fusion methods: “global weighted shape based aver-
aging” and “local weighted shape based averaging”. These methods extend the well
known SBA method by additionally incorporating the similarity information between
each atlas and the target image. The proposed methods have resulted in more accurate
segmentations compared to the existing SBA method.
Fourth, we propose a new similarity-weighted pairwise term that models spatially,
neighborhood priors for each possible label pair combination. Thanks to our MRF-based
framework, it facilitates combining this neighborhood model with any of the above
mentioned fusion methods. When compared to the existing fusion methods that do not
use such prior information, the accuracy of segmentations has significantly improved
with the inclusion of this new additional pairwise term.
Finally, from the applications perspective, we have performed various evaluations
in the context of segmentation of lymph nodes in the 3D Head and Neck (H&N) CT
images. These experiments have clearly illustrated the advantages of our registration
model. The newly proposed SBA-based methods are found to improve the segmentation
results significantly compared to the original SBA methods. These experiments have
also confirmed the advantages of our MRF-based fusion framework that additionally
incorporates edge-preserving smoothness term along with the neighborhood priors
information.
To summarize, this thesis focuses on atlas-based segmentation. It presents (i) a
variational framework for nonrigid registration, (ii) an MRF-based framework for simul-
taneously performing both fusion and edge-preserving smoothing, (iii) two new fusion
methods, and (iv) a neighborhood model for incorporating more prior knowledge about
label pair combinations into the fusion framework.
Keywords: Medical Imaging, Image Segmentation, Atlas-based Segmentation, Image
Registration, Non-rigid Registration, Label Fusion, Multi Atlas Fusion, MRF, Lymph
Nodes, SBA.
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Résumé
La segmentation automatique des structures anatomiques est toujours une question
ouverte en imagerie médicale. En particulier, lorsque les structures à segmenter ne
possèdent pas de caractéristiques distinctives observables dans l’image (comme des
bords bien définis, des formes ou des régions homogènes), il est assez difficile d’obtenir
des segmentations précises et robustes. Dans ces cas, l’introduction de connaissances a
priori dans le processus de segmentation est essentielle.
Les méthodes basées sur des atlas sont largement utilisées pour l’exploitation de
connaissances a priori. L’atlas est une image de référence, qui est semblable à l’image à
segmenter, et dans laquelle les structures d’intérêt ont été segmentés manuellement. La
procédure générale d’obtention des segmentations d’une image peut être ainsi résumée
en deux étapes : D’abord, un champ de déformation dense qui met en correspondance
l’atlas avec l’image à segmenter est calculé en utilisant des méthodes de recalage ap-
propriées. Deuxièmement, le champ de déformation ainsi calculé est appliquée aux
structures d’intérêt déjà segmentées dans l’atlas, ce qui donne une segmentation des
structures correspondantes dans l’image originale. De nombreux travaux récents ont
démontré qu’il est possible obtenir des segmentations plus précises et robustes en utili-
sant plusieurs atlas, et en fusionant correctement leurs segmentations, au lieu d’utiliser
simplement un atlas unique.
Dans cette thèse, nous avons donc étudié deux aspects importants des méthodes
basées sur des atlas qui ont un impact significatif sur la précision de la segmentation : (i)
le développement de méthodes efficaces de recalage pour le calcul du champ de défor-
mation, et (ii) le développement de méthodes efficaces pour la fusion des segmentations
obtenues à partir de plusieurs atlas.
Il y a principalement quatre contributions méthodologiques dans cette thèse.
Tout d’abord, nous présentons une nouvelle méthodologie pour le recalage basé
sur des atlas. Cette méthodologie est très générale et englobe de nombreuses méthodes
actuelles de recalage d’images. Il intègre à la fois les forces de recalage basés sur des
contours actives et les champs de déformation denses typiques du flux optique. Nous
avons également démontré les avantages de cette méthodologie en le comparant à
d’autres méthodes de recalage classiques.
Deuxièmement, nous proposons une framework basée sur les champs aléatoires de
Markov (MRF) qui effectue simultanément la fusion et le lissage des labels en préser-
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vant les bords de l’image. Nous montrons comment les méthodes de fusion existantes,
comme majority voting, global weighted voting, local weighted voting et shape based
averaging (SBA) peuvent être reformulées et profiter de la méthodologie proposée. Ce
framework a donné lieu à des segmentations plus précises avec des régions contigues,
en se débarrassant des trous et îles non désirés.
Troisièmement, nous proposons deux nouvelles méthodes de fusion : “global weigh-
ted shape based averaging” et “local weighted shape based averaging”. Ces méthodes
améliorent la méthode de fusion SBA en tenant compte de la similitude entre chaque
atlas et l’image à segmenter. Les méthodes proposées ont donné lieu à des segmentations
plus précises par rapport à SBA.
Quatrièmement, nous proposons un nouveau terme qui tient compte de l’informa-
tion a priori. A chaque pixel, ce terme mesure la similarité entre les voisinages de chaque
possible combinaison de paires d’étiquettes. Notre méthode MRF facilite la combinaison
de ce modèle avec l’une des méthodes de fusion mentionnées auparavant. En comparai-
son avec les méthodes de fusion existantes, qui n’utilisent pas ces informations a priori,
la précision de la segmentation s’est considérablement améliorée grâce à l’introduction
de ce terme supplémentaire.
Enfin, du point de vue des applications, nous avons procédé à diverses évaluations
dans le contexte de la segmentation des ganglions lymphatiques dans des images CT
du cou et de la tête 3D (H & N). Ces expériences ont clairement montré les avantages
de notre modèle de recalage. Les méthodes basées sur SBA que nous avons proposées
améliorent la segmentation significativement par rapport aux méthodes originales SBA.
Ces expériences ont également confirmé les avantages de notre méthode de fusion MRF,
qui incorpore un terme de lissage capable de préserver les bords de l’image et un terme
avec l’information a priori.
Pour résumer, le but de cette thèse est la segmentation basée sur des atlas. Elle
présente : (i) une méthode variationnelle de recalage non rigide, (ii) un framework basé
sur les MRF pour effectuer simultanément la fusion et le lissage en préservant les bords
de l’image, (iii) deux nouvelles méthodes de fusion, et (iv) un modèle de voisinage qui
incorpore les connaissances a priori sur les combinaisons de paires d’étiquettes dans le
cadre de la fusion.
Mots-clés : imagerie médicale, segmentation d’images, segmentation basée sur des
atlas, recalage d’image, recalage non-rigide, fusion de labels, multi-fusion d’atlas, MRF,
tête et cou, ganglions lymphatiques, la SBA.
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Riassunto
La segmentazione automatica di strutture anatomiche rappresenta a tutt’oggi una sfida
aperta nel campo dell’imaging biomedicale. In particolare, quando le strutture da
segmentare non posseggono caratteristiche dell’immagine sufficientemente differenziate
(come ad esempio contorni, forme e regioni ben definite) è piuttosto difficile ottenere
segmentazioni robuste ed accurate. In questi casi, l’inclusione di informazioni aggiuntive
sulle strutture da segmentare è essenziale per ottenere risultati soddisfacenti.
Per poter sfruttare queste informazioni aggiuntive sono largamente utilizzati dei
metodi cosiddetti atlas-based, ovvero basati su atlanti anatomici. In questo contesto
un atlante è una immagine di riferimento, simile all’immagine da segmentare, e nella
quale le strutture di interesse sono state precedentemente segmentate molto accurata-
mente, solitamente a mano o tramite procedure semi-automatiche. Il procedimento per
ottenere le segmentazioni nell’immagine di destinazione a partire dalle informazioni
degli atlanti può essere schematizzato come segue. Per prima cosa viene stimata tramite
appropriati algoritmi di registrazione una trasformazione, o dense deformation field,
che mappi l’atlante nello spazio dell’immagine di destinazione. Successivamente, questa
trasformazione viene applicata alle strutture di interesse precedentemente segmen-
tate nell’atlante, al fine di ottenere le segmentazioni delle corrispondenti strutture
anatomiche anche nell’immagine di destinazione. In molteplici lavori recentemente
pubblicati è stato dimostrato che la qualità delle segmentazioni risulta più accurata
e robusta se, al posto di utilizzare un singolo atlante, vengono combinate assieme le
segmentazioni ottenute utilizzando diversi atlanti tramite apposite strategie di fusione.
In questa tesi l’attenzione è posta su due aspetti molto importanti di questi algoritmi
atlas-based, che possono avere un impatto significativo sulla qualità delle segmentazioni
finali: (i) sviluppo di efficienti algoritmi di registrazione per la stima del dense deforma-
tion field, e (ii) sviluppo di metodi adeguati per una fusione efficace delle segmentazioni
ottenute da atlanti diversi.
In questa tesi proponiamo essenzialmente quattro contributi metodologici.
Il primo è rappresentato da un variational framework innovativo ed originale per la
registrazione atlas-based. Questo framework è piuttosto generale e comprende molti
tra i più avanzati metodi di registrazione attualmente disponibili in letteratura. Inoltre
permette di integrare sia le active-contour-based forces per la registrazione che i dense
deformation field dell’optical flow framework. I vantaggi di questo framework verranno
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dimostrati confrontandolo con altri metodi classici di registrazione.
Il secondo contributo proposto in questa tesi é un framework basato su Markov Ran-
dom Field (MRF) che è in grado di effettuare simultaneamente la fusione e lo smoothing
delle etichette delle strutture di interesse preservandone i contorni. Verrà dimostrato
come i più diffusi algoritmi di fusione esistenti, ad esempio majority voting, global
weighted voting, local weighted voting e shape based averaging (SBA), possano essere
riformulati per poter trarre vantaggio dal nostro framework. Questo framework ha
permesso di eliminare drasticamente i buchi e le isole indesiderate dalle segmentazioni
finali, e quindi di ottenere regioni più contigue ed accurate.
Vengono inoltre introdotti due nuovi metodi di fusione: “global weighted shape
based averaging” e “local weighted shape based averaging”. Quest’ultimi estendono
il ben noto metodo SBA incorporando informazioni di similarità tra ciascun atlante e
l’immagine di destinazione. I metodi proposti hanno permesso di ottenere segmen-
tazioni più accurate rispetto alla procedura SBA classica.
Infine, si propone un nuovo termine pairwise similarity-weighted per modellare
spazialmente l’informazione sul “vicinato” tra ciascuna possibile coppia di etichette delle
strutture di interesse. Grazie al nostro framework basato su MRF, risulta più semplice
combinare questo nuovo modello con ciascuno dei metodi di fusione menzionati in
precedenza. In un confronto con metodi esistenti di fusione che non fanno uso di questa
informazione aggiuntiva, l’accuratezza delle segmentazioni mostra un significativo
miglioramento con l’inclusione di questo nuovo termine.
Per quanto riguarda l’aspetto applicativo, numerose valutazioni sono state effettuate
nel contesto della segmentazione dei linfonodi da immagini TAC 3D di testa e collo
(H&N). Questi esperimenti hanno chiaramente messo in luce i vantaggi del nostro
modello di registrazione. Le segmentazioni ottenute con i nuovi metodi presentati in
questa tesi evidenziano una qualità significativamente superiore rispetto ai metodi SBA
originali. Inoltre, questi esperimenti hanno anche confermato i vantaggi del nostro
framework di fusione basato su MRF, il quale incorpora un termine di smoothing che
preserva i contorni oltre alla già citata informazione sul vicinato.
In conclusione, questa tesi è focalizzata sulla segmentazione basata su atlanti (atlas-
based segmentation). In particolare essa presenta (i) un variational framework per la
registrazione non lineare, (ii) un framework basato su MRF per effettuare simultanea-
mente fusione e smoothing delle strutture di interesse preservandone i contorni, (iii) due
nuovi metodi di fusione, e (iv) un “modello di vicinato” per incorporare informazione
aggiuntive su ciascuna coppia di strutture nel framework di fusione.
Parole chiave: imaging medicale, segmentazione di immagini, segmentazione basata
su atlante, registrazione di immagini, registrazione non-lineare, fusione di etichette,
fusione da atlanti multipli, MRF, linfonodi, SBA.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Atlas-based Segmentation
Accurate segmentation of anatomical structures is a fundamental task in medical imag-
ing. This is required particularly for medical diagnosis, quantitative analysis, treatment
planning and outcome evaluation of various pathologies. Manual delineation of the
anatomical structures is often laborious as well as time consuming task, and thus, there
is a need for robust and accurate automated segmentation methods. While it is relatively
easy to automatically segment the structures that have distinct image characteristics, it
is hard to directly segment those structures that do not possess distinct boundaries or
other similar distinct features (like shape and region-based characteristics) with respect
to the surrounding structures; in order to automatically delineate such complex struc-
tures, it is essential to incorporate some sort of prior knowledge into the segmentation
framework. There are indeed numerous application that require incorporation of such
prior knowledge; to name a few, the applications include segmentation of structures
like hippocampus, putamen and thalamus in Magnetic Resonance (MR) images [3–5],
segmentation of lymph nodes in the head and neck Computed Tomography (CT) im-
ages [6–8], and segmentation of heart ventricles in cardiac MR images [9–12].
Atlas-based methods are well known for effectively incorporating prior knowledge in
order to segment complex anatomical structures [2, 13–15]. An atlas contains a reference
image, which is similar to the target image to be segmented, and in which structures
of interest have been accurately segmented, usually by hand, or by semi-automatic
methods. The typical atlas-based segmentation procedure can be summarized in two-
steps. First, a dense deformation field that maps each pixel in the atlas image onto the
target image is computed using appropriate registration methods. Depending on the
nature of the images and the target structures to be segmented, the registration methods
use various types of forces, like pixel-based forces [2, 8, 16, 17], region-based forces [1, 8],
statistical features [18–20], and geometrical features [21, 22]. Second, the deformation
field computed in the preceding step is applied to the labels of the already segmented
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Figure 1.1: Block diagram illustrating the atlas-based segmentation procedure used for
segmenting the structures of interest in the target image.
structures of interest in the atlas image, and this provides the segmentations of the
corresponding structures in the target image.
Figure 1.1 illustrates the aforementioned segmentation procedure in more detail
with the help of a block diagram. We consider here the example of segmentation of
lymph nodes in the 3D head and neck CT images. In this figure, the contours of the
lymph nodes are shown in one of the axial slices. Please note that, by saying “atlas,” we
refer combinedly to both the reference CT intensity image, and the labeled-image that
specifies the structures to be used for driving the registration process. The labeled-image
is however not used (or needed) for certain registration algorithms, and this point will
become more clear to the reader in the following chapters. Finally, also note that the
“labeled-image” is different from the image containing manual delineations of structures
to be segmented in the target image. We repeat that “labeled-image” defines regions
of interest to be used for driving the registration process; the dense deformation field
computed through this registration is then applied to the manually segmented structures
of interest in the atlas for which we want find out automated segmentations in the target
image. With these notes, the above figure should be self-explanatory.
A typical underlying assumption in medical image registration is that, there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the voxels of the atlas and the target image to be
segmented [8]. However, in practice, there can be huge anatomical variations among
different subjects, and this can consequently lead to inaccurate output segmentations.
Several strategies have been proposed in the literature to overcome this problem. One
simple approach is to adaptively select the most similar atlas for each target image to be
segmented, from a database of available atlases; the similarity between the two images
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for atlas selection is assessed in different ways ranging from visual inspection to, based
on certain criteria like smallest resultant “mean square error,” or least “deformation
field,” or maximum “normalized mutual information” between the two images [23–25].
Single-atlas-based approaches, however, require sufficiently large database of atlases
for covering all possible anatomical variations. Further, it has been shown in many
recent works [23,26–28] that automated segmentations obtained by merging results from
multiple atlases are more reliable and accurate than the results that are based on just one
atlas despite using single-best-atlas-selection strategies. This is because, when the results
from multiple atlases are combined together, registration errors coming from a particular
propagated atlas are less likely to affect the final segmentations; when multiple atlases
are combined, as the proportion of errors incurred during propagation of individual
atlases are generally independent, they are averaged out [29, 30].
1.2 Multi Atlas Fusion
There are broadly two classes of approaches for fusing the information coming from
multiple atlases. The first class of approaches tries to combine the information from
several atlases by creating an average atlas or a probabilistic atlas [6, 31–36], and then
register that to the target image. The second class of approaches registers each atlas
independently to the target image, and then merges the segmentation results obtained
from each individual atlas, based on certain optimal criteria [23, 26, 27]. It has been
noticed in many recent works that the second class of approaches is more robust to
anatomical variations, and it can also profit more from the information coming from
multiple atlases than the first class of approaches [13, 23, 37]. In this thesis, we hence
focus on this second class of approaches.
We now briefly introduce the state-of-the-art multi-atlas fusion methods, and please
refer to the next chapter for a detailed description of some of those methods. The widely
used fusion methods include majority voting (MV) [23, 27], global weighted voting
(GWV) [27, 38], local weighted voting (LWV) [26, 27, 38], STAPLE [39, 40], and shape
based averaging (SBA) [41]. MV method assigns for each voxel, a label that maximum
number of atlases agree on. Unlike MV, GWV attaches a weight to each atlas while
counting its vote. The weight for each atlas is determined globally, based on its similarity
to the image to be segmented; the more the similarity, the higher the weight, and vice
versa. LWV is similar to GWV except that, not a single global weight is assigned to the
entire atlas; rather, for each voxel, an individual weight is assigned based on the local
similarity to the corresponding voxel in the image to be segmented.
Another popular multi-atlas fusion method is “Simultaneous Truth And Perfor-
mance Level Estimation” (STAPLE) [39]. In this method, the probabilistic estimate of the
true segmentation is formed by estimating the optimal combination of segmentations,
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weighting each segmentation depending upon estimated performance level. Although
STAPLE was originally proposed for combining manual segmentations done by mul-
tiple experts, it is also used for combining automated segmentations obtained from
multiple atlases. Several modifications and extensions were proposed to the original
STAPLE algorithm. For instance, in [40], STAPLE algorithm is extended to multi-label
segmentation. A continuous STAPLE for scalar, vector and tensor images is presented
in [42]. Recently, [43] proposed a local Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) formulation of
STAPLE algorithm that can account for spatially varying performance parameters while
combining multiple segmentations.
When compared to the methods described above, SBA method looks at the fusion
problem from a different perspective. For each voxel in the output image, SBA assigns a
label that results in minimum “Signed Euclidean Distance” (SED) when summed up
over all input atlas images; these SEDs are computed with respect to each label. Please
refer to [41] for a nice pictorial illustration of this idea.
1.3 Objectives and Contributions
The main goal of this thesis is to develop new methodologies that can potentially
improve the accuracy and reliability of atlas-based segmentation. It is evident from the
discussions presented in the preceding sections that there are mainly two important
components that have a significant impact on the quality of automated segmentations:
first, the nonrigid registration approach used for finding out the point-by-point mapping
between the atlas and the target images; second, the fusion strategy used for merging
segmentation results obtained from multiple atlases.
Hence, the two main objectives of this thesis are:
• To develop a new registration framework that facilitates integrating (or utilizing)
various types of registration forces (like pixel-based and region-based forces)
• To propose new models that can facilitate inclusion of more prior knowledge into
atlas fusion methods.
Here are the main contributions with regard to the registration:
• We have presented a new variational framework for nonrigid registration that
generalizes many of the existing state-of-the-art registration methods. It allows
to select structures (or regions) that drive the registration; these structures can
be chosen based on their consistency between the two images to be registered,
and also by considering their robustness to registration errors. The proposed
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framework also facilitates combining different registration forces in an hierarchical
fashion. This work has been published in [8].
• The proposed registration framework is evaluated in the context of segmenta-
tion of lymph nodes in the 3D head and neck (H&N) CT images. First, we have
evaluated the results from our method by comparing them with the results ob-
tained from two other commonly used registration algorithms in medical imaging,
viz, “Radial Basis Function” (RBF) algorithm [44] proposed by Rhode et al., and
Demons algorithm [16] proposed by Thirion. Finally, as our framework facilitates
integrating both the region-based forces coming from the Yezzi’s model [1], and
the pixel-based forces coming from the Vemuri’s model [2], we have demonstrated
the advantage of combining these forces in an hierarchical manner by comparing
our results with the results obtained from those two methods. Parts of this work
have been published in [7, 25].
There are three main contributions with regard to the atlas fusion methods:
• The first contribution is based on the observation that, although the segmenta-
tions obtained from individual atlases are contiguous, the merged segmentations
can be fragmented, containing undesirable holes and islands [26]. To deal with
this problem, the segmentation results are generally post-processed using the
approaches like morphological operations and Gaussian smoothing. However,
such approaches have many disadvantages like blurring of edges. Moreover, it
is not elegant to handle “fusion” and “smoothing” as two different independent
problems. To address this issue, we propose and evaluate a new MRF-based frame-
work that performs simultaneously both fusion and edge-preserving smoothing.
We also show how some of the existing fusion methods can be reformulated to
profit from our framework. Parts of this work have been published in [45, 46].
• The second contribution is based on the observation that the widely used SBA
fusion method do not benefit from the information regarding how similar the atlas
and target images are. In this thesis, we propose two new fusion methods: “Global
Weighted Shape Based Averaging” (GWSBA) and “Local Weighted Shape Based
Averaging” (LWSBA). GWSBA and LWSBA methods extend the existing SBA by
additionally incorporating the global and local similarity information respectively.
We first show how the existing SBA can be reformulated into our MRF-based
fusion framework using a logistic function-based transformation. We then propose
how to incorporate the global and local similarity information into this model.
The results from the proposed methods are also evaluated in the context of H&N
lymph nodes segmentation.
• The third contribution is based on the observation that the existing fusion methods
currently do not incorporate any prior knowledge regarding the probabilities for
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each possible label pair combination at each voxel location. We notice that such
information can be easily extracted from the transformed atlas images. In this
thesis, we propose a neighborhood prior term that models, at each voxel location,
similarity-weighted neighborhood priors for each possible label pair combination.
Thanks to the MRF-based framework proposed in this thesis, it facilitates inte-
grating this neighborhood prior model with any of the above mentioned fusion
methods. Finally, we have evaluated the effects of adding this neighborhood prior
term in the context of H&N lymph nodes segmentation.
Finally, in terms of clinical applications, the main contribution of this thesis is that
we have built a complete system for performing automated segmentation of lymph
nodes in the 3D H&N CT images. For this purpose, we have first constructed a valuable
database of atlases; each atlas in this database contains 3D H&N CT intensity images,
manual delineations of structures that are used for driving the region-based registration,
and manual delineations of all lymph node structures. In order to be able to use the au-
tomated segmentation results in radiotherapy treatment planning, those segmentations
have to be exported to the standard DICOM “Radiotherapy Structure Set” (RTSTRUCT)
format. However, there are no publicly available tools to perform this task. In order
to bridge this gap, we have developed an open-source software tool for exporting the
segmentations of the structures to DICOM-RTSTRUCT format. This work has been
published in [47]. We have also performed a comprehensive evaluation of various atlas
fusion methods for performing H&N lymph nodes sementation. Parts of this work have
been published in [28, 46, 48].
1.4 Outline
The structure of this thesis closely follows the sequence of aforementioned contributions.
In chapter 2, we present a review of the related state-of-the-art methods in image
registration, multiple atlas fusion, and H&N lymph nodes segmentation. We also
summarize different evaluation metrics that are used throughout this thesis.
In chapter 3, we present a new variational framework for atlas registration. We also
evaluate the proposed framework with other widely used registration methods.
In chapter 4, we present our MRF-based framework for atlas fusion, and then show
how the existing methods can be reformulated to fit into this framework. We also present
a comprehensive evaluation of this framework.
In chapter 5, we present a reformulation of SBA, and then present two new SBA-
based fusion methods that additionally incorporates similarity information between the
atlas and the target images.
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In chapter 6, we present a new neighborhood prior model, and integrate it with our
MRF-based fusion framework. We then present an evaluation of this model along with
the evaluation of the new SBA-based fusion methods that are proposed in the preceding
chapter.
In chapter 7, we summarize the contributions reported in this thesis. Scope for the
future work is also presented.
Finally, in appendices, we present two of our works that supplement the main
objectives of this thesis. In appendix A, we formulate brain segmentation problems as
an MRF optimization problem, and evaluate recent energy minimization methods for
solving this problem. From the mathematical formulation perspective, it has certain
similarities with the MRF-based fusion framework. This work has been published
in [49]. In appendix B, we present an evaluation of the existing fusion methods for the
segmentation of bilateral parotid glands in the H&N CT images. This work has been
published in [28].
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2 Related Work
The main purpose of this chapter is to establish the base required for describing our
contributions that will be presented in the later chapters. We first present here a review
of the relevant state-of-art registration methods. We then present the fusion methods
which we will be reformulating later in chapter 4 and chapter 5. Since we will be
performing in this thesis various evaluations on the H&N lymph nodes segmentation
application, we will also present in this chapter a review of different approaches that
have been used previously for this specific application. Finally, we present a description
of various quantitative measures that are used in this thesis for evaluating the accuracy
of lymph nodes segmentations.
2.1 Image Registration
As described in chapter 1.1, atlas-based segmentation is a widely used approach for au-
tomated segmentation of medical images. It requires performing a nonrigid registration
between the atlas and the target image. This nonrigid registration essentially gives a
point-to-point spatial correspondence between the atlas and the target images.
One of the main advantages of the atlas-based segmentation methods is that the
dense deformation field, interpolated on the whole image from the registration of visible
image features, allows to easily estimate, in the target image, the position of structures
with fuzzy or no visible contours. Moreover, this approach allows to segment at the same
time several contours of any types (closed, open, connected or disconnected) provided
that they have been defined in the atlas image. The accuracy of the segmentation results
depend on the segmentation of the reference image and mainly on the quality of the
registration between the atlas and the target image. A wide range of image registration
techniques that allow to deform a given atlas to a subject have been developed over
the last 20 years [16–18, 20–22, 50–57]. To compute the deformation field, they generally
optimize some global similarity measure (such as mutual information, sum of squared
9
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differences or cross-correlation) coming from the atlas intensity image.
The main limitation of the image registration methods commonly used for atlas reg-
istration is that they often lead to a compromise between the accuracy of the registration
and the smoothness of the deformation. When at some places the registration is not
accurate enough, a widely used solution is to globally or locally allow more variability
in the registration model in order to obtain more local deformation, but with the risk
of creating irregularities in the deformation field [58]. Also, this does not assure that
the desired level of precision will be obtained. Another limitation of these methods
is that they assume that a point to point correspondence exists between the atlas and
the images to be segmented. Such assumption can lead to an inaccurate registration,
particularly, in the presence of content-based inconsistencies between the atlas and the
target image1.
On the other hand, active contour (AC)-based methods are well known in computer
vision community, for directly segmenting the structures of interest in a given image.
The active contour models detect the closest contour(s) from an initial position, based
on certain optimization criteria. For example, the active contour model (or snake model)
that was first introduced by Kass et. al. in [59] locates the sharp intensity edges by
deforming the initial contour towards the edges of the object. Please refer to [60] for a
comprehensive review of the developments that took place in AC-based segmentation
methods.
We now present a brief review of previous works that attempted to combine reg-
istration and active contour (AC) segmentation. Concerning the algorithms deduced
from the level set evolution equation, we cite as the first reference, the “morphing AC
model” proposed by Bertalmío et al. in [61], despite the fact that this method combines
morphing instead of registration to AC segmentation. This model deforms the moving
image (i.e., atlas) to the target image as in a registration process but the corresponding
geometric transformation is not determined explicitly. The goal is to identify in the target
image, a contour that corresponds to the object segmented in the reference image. This
is done by solving a system of two partial differential equations (PDEs). The first one is
in charge of morphing the two images. The second one is a tracking equation that makes
the level set function evolve with the same velocity given by the morphing equation.
Vemuri et al. in [2] have proposed an algorithm very close to the “morphing AC model”
of Bertalmío [61], but dedicated for atlas registration. The main difference is that the
image matching is not anymore tracked by a level set function but by a deformation
field and that the morphing and the tracking PDEs are combined in a single PDE. To get
the segmentation of a particular object in the target image, the computed deformation is
applied to the segmentation of the corresponding object in the moving image following
the principles of the atlas-based segmentation method.
1The term “content-based inconsistencies” in this thesis refers to the presence of certain structures (for
example, a tumor), either in the atlas, or in the target image, but not in both.
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The first attempt to model the atlas-based segmentation directly from the energy
equations is made by Yezzi et al. in [1]. This model first defines two segmentation
energies, one in the moving image and another one in the target image, that aim to
segment the same object in both the images. Then both energies are coupled by defining
the active contour of the target image as being the active contour of the moving image
under a particular deformation. The advantage of this method is that it can combine
multi-modal information since the segmentation energies are defined independently on
both the images.
Inspired by the Yezzi’s model [1], several authors have proposed other joint reg-
istration and AC segmentation models. [62] have shown that Yezzi’s model is very
sensitive to the initial active contour position and deformation. To avoid local minima,
the active contours of both images have to be initially already well superposed to the
objects of interest. Thus they have proposed to define the active contour of both images
(not only of the target image as in the Yezzi’s model) as being the initial curve under a
particular deformation. They have also introduced a pre-registration step to find out
the best initial registration parameters that compensate in both images the difference of
positions between this initial curve and the objects of interest. [63] have generalized the
rigid framework of Yezzi to non-rigid registration. [64] have further included a prior
segmentation term in their model that computes the intensity difference between the
prior shape and the shape to be segmented by the active contour in the target image.
This term in fact corresponds to the matching image term used in the Bertalmío and
Vemuri’s models with the difference that it is computed only inside the prior shape. [65]
have proposed to refine in a second step, the segmentation result obtained by the Yezzi’s
model with the “morphing AC model” of Bertalmío. Finally, [66] have presented two
joint registration and AC segmentation models. The first model is similar to Yezzi’s
model, but optimizes a nonrigid deformation that is then propagated from the contour
to the whole image. Their second model did not use anymore a level set function to
represent the contour. It is based on an energy that optimizes the detection of common
contours between the atlas and target images. Thus close, open, connected and discon-
nected contours can be considered for the registration. However, this model is limited
to contour-based registration, and cannot exploit region-based features.
Other types of models close to this joint registration and active contour segmentation
framework have been proposed. First, there are algorithms derived from joint optical
flow registration and active contour segmentation that aim to generate a dense but
“discontinuous” deformation field on the whole image for the study of motion in image
sequences [67, 68]. Also [69] have extracted the non-rigid deformation between 2D
geometric shapes by representing them with a level set function. This last model extracts
the deformation only on the active contours.
The main contribution of the new registration framework that we will be proposing
in the next chapter is that it combines the advantages of the models described above and
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overcomes some of their limitations. First, as in [64], we consider the moving image as a
prior image (the atlas). The initial shapes of the active contours are given by the objects
of interest that are manually delineated in this prior image. Then, as in [62], we perform
an initial global registration step in order to compensate for the initial differences of
position between the atlas and the target image. Also, as in [66], our algorithm computes
a dense nonrigid deformation field on the whole image. Similar to Vemuri’s model [2],
our method has been inspired first by the general evolution equation of the level set
function. One of the main differences is that in our scheme, we propose to model several
connected and/or disconnected active contours with a new label function representation.
This label function permits in particular to consider different segmentation/registration
forces at different areas of the image. Inspired by [64, 65], we propose an approach to
combine the object-based forces coming from the AC segmentation technique with the
pixel-based forces used in Vemuri’s model [2], AC segmentation models with shape
prior [70], or in optical flow registration algorithms [71].
2.2 Multi Atlas Fusion
We have already presented a summary of atlas fusion methods in chapter 1.2. We
now present, in more detail, some of those methods that will be reformulated later, in
chapter 4 and chapter 5.
2.2.1 Majority Voting
“Majority voting” (MV) is perhaps the most simple fusion method. It assigns for each
voxel a label that maximum number of atlases agree on.
Let N be the number of atlases. Let V be the number of voxels in the target image.
Let Yp denote the label assigned to the pth voxel in the output image. Let X j represent the
jth input labeled image (corresponding to the jth atlas) after applying the transformation
that maps the jth atlas to the output intensity image. Let X jp be the label assigned to the
pth voxel of X j. Let D be the total number unique label values (including the background
label) in the input labeled images. Let L = {l1, · · · , lD} represent the set of all possible
labels to be assigned. The original formulation of majority voting [27] is a maximization
problem of the following form.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, lD
)]
, (2.1)
where δ is a Kronecker delta function. It is easy to see from the above equation that, if
“ld” is the label that maximum number of atlases assign to a voxel p, then the associated
term (i.e., ∑Nj=1 δ
(
X jp, ld
)
) will have the maximum value among all D terms, and thereby,
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label ld will be assigned to Yp.
2.2.2 Global Weighted Voting
If an atlas is more similar to the target image to be segmented when compared to
other atlases, it is more likely that the automated segmentations obtained from that
particular atlas are relatively more reliable and accurate. Majority voting method, while
merging segmentation results obtained from different atlases, however does not take
this information into account; it simply gives equal weight to all decisions coming from
various atlases. Unlike majority voting, “Global Weighted Voting” (GWV) attaches a
weight to each atlas while counting its vote. The weight for each atlas is determined
globally; the more the similarity, the higher the weight, and vice versa. The original
formulation of GWV [27] is as follows.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, lD
)]
, (2.2)
where wj is the global weight assigned to the decisions made by the jth atlas. As just
mentioned, the only difference between the MV formulation in equation (2.1), and the
GWV formulation in equation (2.2) is the inclusion of this global weighting term. Thus,
the interpretation of GWV maximization formulation can be done in similar lines to that
of MV which has been already explained in the preceding subsection.
The global weight for each atlas can be computed using various similarity metrics.
For instance, the similarity metric can be based on mean square difference (MSD)
of intensities, or normalized cross correlation, or mutual information between the
transformed atlas and the output intensity image. The metric needs to be selected
appropriately depending on the nature of the atlas and the target images. For example,
for the application of lymph nodes segmentation in the H&N CT images that we consider
in this thesis, since both the atlas and the target images are expected to have similar
intensity distributions, we have chosen MSD as the similarity metric; the lower the total
MSD value between the transformed atlas and target intensity images, the higher the
similarity, and vice versa. Hence, the weights for each atlas are computed as follows.
wj =
1
∑Vp=1
(
I jp − ITp
)2
+ e
, (2.3)
where I jp is the intensity of the pth voxel in the jth transformed atlas, ITp is the intensity of
the pth voxel in the target intensity image, and e is a small positive constant used for
avoiding singularity that could occur when both the transformed atlas and the target
images are exactly identical at all voxels.
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2.2.3 Local Weighted Voting
As mentioned in the preceding subsection, GWV assigns a single global weight for each
atlas as a measure of the similarity between the atlas and the target images. However,
although two images may differ significantly in some particular regions, it is possible
that they may be very similar in some other regions, and “Local Weighted Voting” (LWV)
is indeed based on this observation. Instead of computing a single similarity measure
for the entire image (like in GWV), LWV method computes the similarity measure locally
for each voxel, within a specified neighborhood. In other words, LWV is similar to GWV
except that, not a single global weight is assigned to the entire atlas; rather, for each
voxel, an individual weight is assigned based on the local similarity. Let wjp represent the
weight assigned to the jth atlas, at pth voxel. Then the original formulation of LWV [27]
can be expressed as follows.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, lD
)]
. (2.4)
Notice that the formulation for GWV presented in equation (2.2), and the above for-
mulation for LWV are very similar except that the weight assigned for each atlas is not
fixed anymore for the entire image; rather, the weights are now dependent on the voxel
location.
The weights for each atlas at each voxel can be computed similar to GWV, using any
of the similarity metrics like mean square difference (MSD) of intensities, normalized
cross correlation, or mutual information, and the selection of appropriate metric depends
on the nature of atlas and target images. We selected the MSD metric for the H&N lymph
nodes segmentation application that we present in this thesis. Let ℵp be the set of all
voxels in the predefined neighborhood range of the pth voxel (with the set ℵp including
the pth voxel also). Then the MSD metric-based weight assigned to the jth atlas, at pth
voxel is given by
wjp =
1
∑
∀q∈ℵp
(
I jq − ITq
)2
+ e
. (2.5)
2.2.4 Shape Based Averaging
Notice that the fusion methods that have been described so far in the preceding sub-
sections are essentially voting-based methods since they make labeling decisions at each
voxel by looking at the labels assigned by each atlas at that voxel; they differ from
each other only in the way they weigh those votes (or decisions) coming from different
atlases. In contrast to the above mentioned methods, “shape based Averaging” (SBA)
method [41] looks at the fusion problem from a different perspective. Just to give an
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intuitive interpretation, SBA first computes in all the transformed atlas images, how
“deep” (inside), or how “faraway” (outside) a given voxel is from the contours of each
possible label; this is tracked with the help of “signed Euclidean distance” (SED) mea-
sure; it then selects for each voxel a label that has the least resultant SED at that voxel,
when summed up over all atlases. Please refer to [41] for a nice pictorial illustration of
this idea, and we now proceed to its mathematical formulation.
Let ujp(l) represent the SED for label l, at pth voxel, in X j. In the original formulation
of SBA [41], for each voxel p, it assigns independently, that label which results in the
minimum value of the following summation.
Yp = arg min
l
1
N
N
∑
j=1
ujp(l). (2.6)
2.3 Head and Neck Lymph Nodes Segmentation
“Automated segmentation of lymph nodes in the 3D H&N CT images” is the main appli-
cation that we have considered throughout this thesis for evaluating our methodologies.
It is because this application is both clinically significant as well as technically challeng-
ing. In order to make the importance of this application more clear to the reader, this
section presents its clinical context, and it is followed by a review of the segmentation
approaches that have been used so far in the literature for performing lymph nodes
segmentation.
Intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) is a very high precision technique to
accurately deliver X-ray radiation treatment for different tumor locations of the patients.
However, one of the significant obstacles in the widespread implementation of IMRT,
for head and neck (H&N) cancer, concerns the complexity of target definition. In the
case of H&N carcinomas radiotherapy, besides the gross tumor volume, the radiation
oncologist has to segment the clinical target volume and the complicated planning target
volume which contains different lymph node levels. Each lymph node level or group of
levels correspond to a potential area of spread for a given tumor sub-location. Since the
IMRT approach prerequisites the segmentation of all the volumes to be treated as well
as the organs at risk, it is easy to understand that its routine use for H&N tumors is not
common at the present time. Besides the precise contouring of primary H&N tumors
that is often difficult, the accurate, reproducible and time-efficient contouring of elective
nodal risk regions represents an even greater challenge.
The tentative to implement lymph nodes levels segmentation in the clinical envi-
ronment were initially based on the translation of the surgical lymph nodes levels to
CT-based regions which meant meticulous segmentation of each CT regions on each
slice of the planning CT scan, a laborious process that was considered as incompatible
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(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
(d) Front view (e) Side view (f) Back view
Figure 2.1: Manually delineated lymph nodes in a 3D CT image. The top row shows the
contours of the lymph nodes in one of the axial, sagittal, and coronal slices. The bottom
row shows the lymph node volumes on a thresholded CT volume that contains only
bones.
with a routine clinical practice [72]. Indeed, experienced H&N cancer specialists gener-
ally spend several hours to fully contour and refine desired targets for a single H&N
IMRT case. In a study reported by Song et al. [73], the average physician working time
to design a H&N treatment contours for the target definition was 2.7 hours for IMRT
approach compared to 0.3 hours for the conventional three field plan. In summary, the
major challenge in the routine clinical implementation of IMRT for H&N region is to
delineate the lymph nodes automatically and accurately.
Grégoire et al. [74] presented guidelines for delineating the lymph nodes in the H&N
region. Figure 2.1 shows lymph node levels: IA, IB-left, IB-right, IIA-left, IIA-right,
IIB-left, IIB-right, III-left, III-right, IV-left, IV-right, VA-left, VA-right, VB-left, VB-right
and VI on the CT images. The top row shows the manually delineated contours of the
lymph nodes in one of the axial, sagittal and coronal slices. The bottom row shows the
lymph node volumes on a thresholded CT volume containing only bones. It is easy
to notice from this figure that these lymph nodes do not possess distinct boundaries
with respect to the surrounding structures; rather they are defined with respect to other
distinct landmark structures in the H&N region and hence posing challenges in the
automated segmentation.
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The lymph node segmentation techniques that have been reported so far can be
broadly classified into two categories. The first category of techniques assume that at
least a portion of the lymph node to be segmented has a distinct boundary with respect
to the surrounding structures. The second category of techniques do not assume the
existence of any such distinct boundaries.
In the first category, Rogowska et al. [75] used various basic techniques like thresh-
old selection, sobel/watershed technique and deformable contour algorithm for the
segmentation of lymph nodes. Their evaluation was on synthetic images. In [76], Honea
et al. semi-automatically segmented the lymph nodes with slice-wise active contours
and active surface models. Their evaluation was also on synthetic images. In [77], Yan et
al. proposed an improved 2D fast marching method with an intensity weighted speed
term. [78] extended it to 3D images using a similar idea with watershed transform.
In both [77, 78], boundary leaking is avoided through a hard stopping criterion, by
manually bounding a circle around the lymph node; the circle should be very close
to the actual boundary of the lymph node. In [79], Dornheim et al. proposed a mass-
spring model for 3D lymph node segmentation, and the formulation is based on the
characteristic gray value range, directed contour information and shape knowledge
The second category of techniques are atlas-based segmentation methods. The
majority of atlas-based methods that have been tried so far were actually developed
in the context of brain segmentation. Unfortunately, those methods are of limited
use for lymph nodes segmentation due to the presence of high anatomical variability,
particularly in the nodal regions. To cope up with this problem, Teng et al. [80] proposed
to use the BSpline algorithm of Mattes et al. [81] along with the landmark points.
The landmark points are selected on the mandible and hyoid bones, because of their
proximity to the lymph nodes, high contrast and consistency among the patients. These
landmarks are used to initialize the deformation field at the start of every resolution
level of the BSpline algorithm. The authors show that local constraints on the atlas
registration lead to a more accurate delineation of the lymph nodes. The main drawback
of this method is that it requires a pre-processing step including the segmentation of the
bones of interest in the patient image, the extraction of the landmark points on the bones
surfaces and the computation of landmarks correspondence between the atlas and the
patient image. In [6], Commowick et al. try to better catch the high variability of the
H&N region by using a mean atlas built from a database of 45 patients. The atlas is then
registered to the patient image by using a block matching algorithm [82, 83]. However,
this method shows limitations when the patient anatomy is too different from the mean
atlas or when the structures of the patient image are drastically deformed by a lesion.
Finally, we conclude this section by briefly pointing out the contributions and eval-
uations made in this thesis in the specific context of H&N lymph nodes segmentation
application. The registration framework proposed in the next chapter has facilitated
selecting structures with distinct image features to drive the registration process. It
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has also facilitated using multiple registration forces in an hierarchical manner. In the
same chapter, we compare the lymph nodes segmentation results obtained from our
framework with the results from two other widely used registration methods (viz, RBF
and Demons algorithms). From chapter 4 onwards, instead of using single atlas-based
approaches, we switch our focus to multi atlas-based methods since they have resulted
in more accurate segmentations. In chapter 4, we evaluate various fusion methods, both
with and without the MRF-based smoothness term (that we proposed in the same chap-
ter), for performing lymph nodes segmentation. In chapter 6, we extend our evaluation
to two new SBA-based fusion methods (that we proposed in chapter 5). In the same
chapter, we also evaluate the effect of our MRF-based neighborhood model in improving
the accuracy of lymph nodes segmentation.
2.4 Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we put together the details of various statistical and geometric measures
that are used in this thesis for evaluating the accuracy of automated lymph nodes
segmentations.
(i) True Positive (TP)
For a lymph node under consideration, an voxel is treated as a “True Positive” (TP) voxel
if it is present in the lymph node volumes of both the gold standard and the automated
segmentation result.
(ii) True Negative (TN)
For a lymph node under consideration, an voxel is treated as a “True Negative” (TN)
voxel if it is not present in the lymph node volumes of both the gold standard and the
automated segmentation result.
(iii) False Positive (FP)
For a lymph node under consideration, an voxel is treated as a “False Positive” (FP)
voxel if it is present in the automated segmentation result of the lymph node volume,
but is not present in the gold standard.
(iv) False Negative (FN)
For a lymph node under consideration, an voxel is treated as a “False Negative” (FN)
voxel if it is present in the gold standard of the lymph node volume, but is not present
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in the automated segmentation result.
(v) Sensitivity
Sensitivity is a statistical measure of “true positive fraction,” and is defined as follows:
Sensitivity =
NTP
NTP + NFN
,
where NX represents the number of voxels that belong to the category specified by the
subscript X. Sensitivity is thus a measure of under-segmentation, and is not sensitive to
over-segmentation. Notice that higher sensitivity values indicate better segmentation
results, and the sensitivity value for an ideal automated segmentation is 1.0.
(vi) Specificity
Specificity is a statistical measure of “true negative fraction,” and is defined as follows:
Specificity =
NTN
NTN + NFP
.
Specificity is thus a measure of over-segmentation, and is not sensitive to under-
segmentation. Hence, sensitivity and specificity metrics are complementary to each
other. Notice that higher specificity values indicate better segmentation results, and the
specificity value for an ideal automated segmentation is 1.0.
The specificity metric is generally not considered in our evaluations of lymph node
segmentations as these values are almost 1 for all methods for the following reason.
The major issue with specificity is their dependence on the relation between the size
of image and object under investigation [84]. Since the sizes of many lymph nodes are
small compared to the size of the image, NTN value is very large when compared to
NFP, and hence, the specificity values are close to the ideal value (= 1) for all the lymph
nodes.
(vii) Dice Similarity Metric (DSM)
Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) is a statistical measure of spatial overlap between the gold
standard and the automated segmentation. DSM is defined as follows 2:
DSM =
2 NTP
2 NTP + NFP + NFN
.
2Note that the equation that we use here for computing DSM is exactly equivalent to the one used in
some other papers like [4, 85], and it only differs in the notation or formulation followed.
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The ideal value of DSM is 1. It is easy to notice that, unlike the preceding two statistical
measures (i.e., sensitivity and specificity measures), DSM is sensitive to both over-
segmentation and under-segmentation. Thus, it is relatively a more reliable measure for
quantitative evaluation. DSM is also often referred to as “Dice Similarity Coefficient”
(DSC).
(viii) Hausdorff Distance (HD)
Hausdorff distance is a measure of resemblance between two sets of data that are
superposed on one another [86]. Let the sets A = {a1, . . . am} and B = {b1, . . . bn}
respectively represent the points of a lymph node in the gold standard and automated
segmentations. The Hausdorff distance H(A, B) is defined as
H(A, B) = max(h(A, B), h(B, A)),
where
h(A, B) = max
a∈A
min
b∈B
‖(a− b)‖,
and ‖.‖ is the L2 norm between the points of A and B. The Hausdorff distance H(A, B) is
the maximum of h(A, B) and h(B, A). Thus it measures the degree of mismatch between
the gold standard and the automatically segmented lymph node regions, by measuring
the distance of the points of gold standard that is farthest from any point of automatically
segmented lymph node regions and vice versa. Lesser the Hausdorff distance, better the
resemblance between the gold standard and the auto segmentation.
(ix) Mean Contour Distance (MCD)
Mean Contour distance (MCD) computes the mean distance between the boundaries of
nonzero regions of a given lymph node in the gold standard and automated segmenta-
tion results. Hence, intuitively, the difference between HD and MCD is that while HD
computes the maximum distance between the two contours, MCD computes the mean
distance between the two contours. The mean contour distance M(A, B) is therefore
defined as
M(A, B) = max(m(A, B), m(B, A)),
where
m(A, B) = mean
a∈A
min
b∈B
‖(a− b)‖.
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Please note that MCD metric is some times also referred to as “Mean Hausdorff Distance”
(MHD)
(x) Number of Connected Regions per Label
The output segmentations of each lymph node (label) should ideally contain a single
contiguous region. Hence, in certain experiments, we evaluate the fusion algorithms
also based on the number of connected regions it has created per each label (ideal value
= 1); we count both islands and holes when computing the number of connected regions.
(xi) Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test
In order to evaluate the statistical significance of difference between the results obtained
from two different methods, we use Wilcoxon signed-rank test [87]. This is a non-
parametric test procedure for the analysis of matched-paired data. Note that Wilcoxon
signed-rank test can be seen as non-parametric alternative to paired-student test since it
does not make any assumptions regarding the distributions of the data population.
2.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a review of the relevant state-of-the-art registration
methods and multi-atlas fusion methods. We have also presented a description of
various quantitative metrics that will be used in the later chapters for evaluating the
accuracy of automated segmentations. In the next chapter, we present our contributions
related to the variational formulation of image registration problem.
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3 Active Deformation Fields
In this chapter, we present a new variational framework for atlas registration, and is
called “active deformation fields”. As the name suggests, it integrates both the active
contour framework, and the dense deformation fields of optical flow framework. We also
present a new label function representation that can represent multiple labels using a
single level set function, and it enables to perform the registration based on only the
selected consistent structures of interest in atlas and target images. We then illustrate
how this framework facilitates using multiple registration forces in an hierarchical
manner. Finally, we compare the segmentation results obtained from the proposed
framework with the results from two other widely used registration methods 1.
3.1 Introduction
First of all, please refer to chapter 2.1 for a review of relevant state-of-the-art registration
methods. The main source of inspiration for our joint registration and segmentation
algorithm is the partial differential equation (PDE)-based model proposed by Vemuri
et al. in [2]. The formulation of Vemuri’s model has been intuitively deduced from the
following general level set evolution equation introduced by [88]:
∂φD(x, t)
∂t
= ν(φD(x, t))|∇φD(x, t)|, (3.1)
where ν is the velocity of the flow or speed function that contains the local segmentation
and contour regularization constraints, and φD : Ω → R (for the image domain Ω) is
the signed distance function often used to represent implicitly the active contour by its
zero level. The original idea brought by Vemuri’s model is to replace in (3.1), φD by the
intensity function of the image to register φI : Ω→ R (the moving image). This leads to
1The work presented in this chapter is a joint work with Valérie Duay; both Valérie and myself con-
tributed equally to this work.
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the following equation:
∂φI(x, t)
∂t
= ν(φI(x, t))|∇Gσ ∗ φI(x, t)|, (3.2)
where Gσ is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of σ, and ∗ is the convolution
operator. The image φI is prior smoothed with a Gaussian filter because the gradient
computation is very sensitive to noise. The level sets considered in the segmentation
process correspond to the contours naturally present in the moving image, i.e., the
curves of high image gradient. The speed function used in both Bertalmío’s model [61]
and Vemuri’s model is the intensity difference term ν(φI(x, t)) = (φI(x, t) − φT(x)),
where φT(x) is the intensity function of the target image.
Note that equation (3.2) gives only the intensity evolution, but not the geometric
transformation between the images. So, in order to explicitly track the deformation field,
they have intuitively derived one more equation presented below. The deformation field
vector u : Rn → Rn (typically, n = {2, 3}) is given by:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= (φI(x, t)− φT(x)) ∇Gσ ∗ φI(x, t)|∇Gσ ∗ φI(x, t)|e , (3.3)
where |Γ|e =
√|Γ|2 + e2 , and e is a small positive constant used for avoiding the
singularity.
The intensity function φI at time t is given by the deformation field u(x, t) and the
initial intensity function φI(x, 0) such that:
φI(x, t) = φI(x + u(x, t), 0), (3.4)
which ensures that the evolution of the intensity function exactly corresponds to the
current deformation.
The deformation forces of Vemuri’s model are pixel-based forces computed on the
whole image. This has two main consequences. First, this algorithm presents some
limitations when it has to recover global differences because the registration forces that
it uses are very local. Secondly, it fails to register regions when texture is different
with similar intensity distributions. This situation could, for example, arise in natural
images [89] in which two regions (object and background in this example) have similar
intensity distributions, but different textures. This can happen in medical images also,
particularly, in the segmentation of ultrasound images [90]. Finally, Vemuri’s model has
no scheme to prevent the registration of inconsistent regions.
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3.2 Our Active Contour-based Atlas Registration Framework
3.2.1 Our Model: Active Deformation Fields
The general formulation of our model is based on tracking of the level set function
motion based on the conservation of morphological (i.e., shape) description. Since level
sets are basically a morphological notion, the conservation of morphological description
essentially states that level set function is preserved under small deformation field and
a short period of time. Let “φG” represent a general level set function; it means that
wherever φG is used, it is applicable to different types of level set functions like signed
distance function (φD), intensity function (φI), or the label function (φL) that will be
introduced in the next section. Now, the above mentioned conservation implies that φG
remains constant for small displacements and a short period of time. This results in the
following equation:
φG(x, t) = φG(x + du, t + dt)⇒ dφG(x, t) = 0, (3.5)
where dφG is the total derivative of φG. By using the chain rule, this constraint can be
rewritten as the evolution equation of a vector flow:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= − φG,t| 5 φG| NφG , (3.6)
where φG,t is given by (3.1) (with a change of subscript), and it represents the variation
of the level set function according to the desired forces such as supervised segmentation,
shape prior knowledge or contour regularization; NφG in the above equation represents
the normal of level set, and is given by:
NφG =

5φG
|5φG | , if5φG 6= 0;
0, otherwise.
(3.7)
Note that the widely used morphological descriptor in registration problems is the
“luminance function”. With the luminance function, the above mentioned conservation
is equivalent to optical flow (OF) assumption, which states that the brightness of the
moving image stays constant for small displacements, over short periods of time. In
that sense, in our discussions, we will be referring to “conservation of morphological
description” simply as “OF approach”.
By introducing the evolution equation of the level set segmentation model (3.1) in
(3.6), we obtain the following formula merging the active contour segmentation framework
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with the image registration task:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −ν(φG(x, t)) NφG . (3.8)
The level set function φG does not evolve with the usual finite difference scheme. Its
position at time t is given by the deformation field u(x, t) and the initial level set function
φG(x, 0) such that:
φG(x, t) := φG(x + u(x, t), 0), (3.9)
where φG(x, 0) is the initial active contour position. This ensures that the evolution
of the level set function exactly corresponds to the current deformation. Notice that
when intensity function is used as the level set function (i.e., when φG = φI), the general
evolution equation 3.8 is indeed equivalent to gradient flows, where each voxel warps
along its intensity-gradient, and its corresponding deformation field is taken into account
by 3.9. Introducing (3.9) in (3.8) yields:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −ν(φG(x + u(x, t), 0)) NφG . (3.10)
This equation defines a displacement vector at each point of the level set function. The
level set function models the contours of the objects selected in the atlas to drive its
registration.
As mentioned earlier, different types of level set functions can be used in place of φG
in the above formulation. For instance, signed distance function (φD) representation can
be used; however, the main drawback of φD representation is that it can model only two
regions. Multi-phase representations have been proposed by combining several signed
distance function (see for instance [91,92]), but such solution will drastically increase the
computational complexity of this model. On the other hand, while the representations
like intensity function (φI) can model any type of contours, they are limited to only
pixel-based registration forces (see section 3.3 for more details on φD and φI).
To cope with these limitations, we propose a new label function representation of
the level sets that can model any number of regions as well as represent various types
of registration forces, using a single function. This new multi-phase active contour
representation is described in detail in the following section 2.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the proposed sign function S(φL(x)): (a) S(φL(x)) is taken as 1
when the gradient direction of the label function coincides with the direction of level set
evolution. (b) S(φL(x)) is taken as −1 when the level set evolution direction has to be
opposite to that of the gradient direction of the label function. (c) S(φL(x)) is 0 when
there is no gradient.
3.2.2 New Multi-Phase Active Contours Representation
For the registration of multiple regions, we propose a new label function φL to represent
the active contours selected in the atlas. In the φL representation, the contours do not
anymore correspond to the zero level set, but to the discontinuities of piecewise constant
level set function. This label function permits to define an arbitrary number of regions
as follows:
φL : x ∈ Ωk → φL(x) = k, k ∈ [1, .., n] if x ∈ Ωk, (3.11)
where Ωk is the kth labeled region and n is the number of regions. In this representation,
active contours are modeled by the discontinuities of φL.
The main advantage of this label function representation is that it can distinguish
any number of regions with a single function. The implementation of this representation
is an important challenge; when multiple regions are represented using φL, it does not
contain the polarity information that is essential to compute the widely used region-
based forces of the AC segmentation. Note that the term polarity in this context is
defined as the information of direction that indicates the inside (Ωin) and the outside
(Ωout) for each modeled region. The importance of polarity information will be more
clear with the description of region-based forces in section 3.3.1. We now present in
detail on how we handle this issue of polarity information.
In order to accurately represent the polarity information for each region, we introduce
2We note that in the AC segmentation framework, the idea of using labels to perform a multi-phase
segmentation has been presented (see for instance [93]). The difference with our work is that this represen-
tation has been proposed previously for particular variational energy-models and we present a scheme for
any type of PDE-based models.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: Example of a label function with three regions. (a) Orientations of the label
function gradients. (b) Orientations of (S(φL(x)) 5 φL(x)), i.e., with the inclusion of
polarity information. Arrows are marked in red when orientations of (5φL(x)) and
(S(φL(x)) 5 φL(x)) are in the opposite directions; arrows are marked in green when
both the orientations are same.
in the general formulation of our model (3.10), a sign function: S(φL(x)). The purpose
of this sign function is to manipulate the overall direction of the evolution such that
it is always oriented in the direction of Ωin to Ωout, independent of the orientation of
the gradient of the label function φL(x) (which is always from the low intensity label
to the high intensity label). In other words, irrespective of the direction of5φL(x), the
direction of (S(φL(x))5 φL) should always be from inside to outside of that region.
For an easy understanding, we explain the design of the function S(φL(x)) using
an example shown in figure 3.1. The green line enhances the interface between a high-
intensity and a low-intensity label, each representing a different region. Each panel
shows the current pixel (enhanced in bold) surrounded by its 8 neighbors. The arrows
represent the direction of the gradients of the label function which are always from the
low intensity label to the high intensity label. Now, if the neighbors of x have higher
intensity label values than φL(x), it means that the desired level set evolution direction
coincides with the gradient direction; so, S(φL(x)) value is taken to be 1 (figure 3.1a).
On the other hand, if the neighbors of x have lower intensity label values than φL(x), it
means that the desired level set evolution direction is opposite to that of the gradient
direction of the label function; so, S(φL(x)) value is taken to be −1 (figure 3.1b). Finally,
if all the neighbors of x have same label values as that of x, it means that the gradient
value of the label function is zero, and there is no evolution of the level set for that pixel;
so, S(φL(x)) value is taken to be 0 (figure 3.1c). Thus, with the inclusion of this polarity
information and the label function, the general formulation of our registration model
(3.10) becomes:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −S(φL(x)) ν(φL(x + u(x, t), 0)) NφL . (3.12)
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To further illustrate about the polarity information, another example of a label
function containing three regions (Ω1, Ω2, Ω3) is presented in figure 3.2. The arrows
in figure 3.2a show the orientations of the gradient 5φL at the interfaces of the label
function. Figure 3.2b shows the orientations of (S(φL(x)) 5 φL(x)). In both these figures,
arrows in the regions where the polarity information and the gradient are in the opposite
direction, are marked in red; if both are in the same direction, they are marked in green.
We now present other important implementation details of the label function. As
mentioned earlier, φL value at time t and with the deformation field u is computed using
equation (3.9). Note that this computation is done using a nearest neighbor interpolation
so that values of the level set function remain fixed ([1, .., n]) during the registration
process. Another point to be mentioned is, since φL is not a continuous function across
its borders, we convolve it with a Gaussian kernel Gσ prior to the gradient computation.
One of the possible alternatives to Gaussian kernel is using a regularized version of the
Heaviside function as in [94]; however, [94] does not treat all level sets equally, giving
more weight to the zero level set. Thus, image registration with the proposed multi-label
level set representation is more robust if all the level sets are treated equally, which
is done with the Gaussian smoothing approach. Further, to stabilize the numerical
computation when5φL is close to zero, equation (3.12) is modified as follows:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −S(φL(x)) ν(φL(x + u(x, t), 0)) 5 (Gσ ∗ φL)| 5 Gσ ∗ φL|e . (3.13)
As mentioned earlier, e is a small positive constant used for avoiding the singularity. In
all our experiments, we set e to 1e−6; we notice that as long as e is small enough such as
e < 1e−4, there are no problems of sensitivity of the method to this parameter.
3.3 Driving Forces and Regularization Constraints
In this section, we first present various types of registration / segmentation forces that
can be used in our registration framework. Secondly, we derive two of the existing
atlas registration models (Yezzi’s model [1] & Vemuri’s model [2]) from our general
framework, and compare them conceptually with the model that we have proposed in
section 3.2.2. Finally, we present the smoothing and the bijectivity constraints that we
include in our AC-based registration framework.
3.3.1 Registration/Segmentation Forces
One of the main contributions of our registration framework is that it facilitates using
various types of AC-based as well as OF-based forces. Thus, this framework can be
easily adapted to various specific applications. Figure 3.3 classifies the AC-based and
OF-based forces according to their effect in a contour matching process. The most used
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Figure 3.3: Classification of the AC-based and OF-based forces according to their effect
in a contour matching process.
regularization force of the AC framework is the mean curvature force. This force smoothes
the level sets by minimizing their length. They can be applied to any type of contour
representation. The pixel-based forces are based on the smallest image feature, the pixel
value. They allow the local registration of the whole moving image domain or selected
regions. Pixel-based forces are the typical segmentation forces of the OF model. In AC
model, these forces are rather used to include intensity or shape prior knowledge in a
segmentation process. These forces can match any type of contours (closed or open)
and can also be used with any type of representation. However, they are very sensitive
to image noise and are limited to recover small deformations. The object-based forces
can register image regions. Finally, region-based forces are very efficient forces of the AC
framework because they are less sensitive to noise than the boundary-based forces. They
can also perform supervised segmentation, i.e., they can use prior knowledge extracted
from a reference image. In summary, the current framework allows to choose any of
these forces depending on the specific application.
Region-based Registration Forces
For many of the applications presented in this thesis, we use a region-based force
inspired by the unsupervised region-based segmentation model proposed by Chan and
Vese [94]. The following speed function is used for this purpose:
ν =
∫
Ωin
|I(x)− µpriorin |2dx−
∫
Ωout
|I(x)− µpriorout |2dx, (3.14)
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where Ωin is the image area inside the contour and Ωout is the image area outside the
contour, µprior is the prior mean of a given region extracted from a reference image (the
atlas) and I is the intensity function of the image to be segmented. This force assumes
that corresponding regions between the reference and the target images have similar
means3.
Note that even for multi-phase segmentation with more than 2 regions, the above
energy equation remains same except that the parameters of the label function are
interpreted in a slightly different manner; those parameters are not defined anymore
with respect to the entire label function. Instead, they are defined for each distinct region
of the label function (i.e., based on the value of φL(x)).
With the label function representation and the above mean-based force, the equation
of the derived AC-based atlas registration model is:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −S(φL(x))
(∫
Ωin
|I(x)− µpriorin |2dx−
∫
Ωout
|I(x)− µpriorout |2dx
) 5 (Gσ ∗ φL)
| 5 Gσ ∗ φL|e .
(3.15)
The parameters and the numerical approach used for solving the above equation are
same as those that are already presented for pixel-based registration (equation 3.13)
except with the following additional important details: Since µprior does not evolve
during the registration process, it is computed only once, on the atlas image, at the
beginning of the registration. The sign function S(φL(x)) is computed over 8-pixel
neighborhood for 2D images, and over 27-voxel neighborhood for 3D images. The
implementation details for φL(x) are already presented in section 3.2.2.
We would like to mention here regarding the sensitivity of registration towards
manual delineations of labels. Notice that the above region-based registration approach
requires delineation of selected structures only in the atlas, but not in the target image.
It is assumed that the structures of interest are accurately delineated in the atlas. In case
of any errors in those manual delineations, deformation field estimated from the region-
based registration can get affected accordingly. However, thanks to the pixel-based
forces, if they are used in the next level (whenever applicable), since they do not depend
on manual delineations, they can indeed correct the previous errors as long as the effect
of errors caused in the preceding step are within a retrievable local neighborhood range.
The bijectivity constraint can also automatically compensate for small errors in manual
segmentations.
Finally, note that although we presented here only the classical mean-based region-
forces that use sum of squared intensity differences as the similarity measure for the
3Possible intensity differences between both images can be reduced in a pre-process step by histogram
matching.
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registration, this framework is not at all limited to only these forces; it can be easily
adapted to various other types of metrics, as well as registration forces. For instance, it is
indeed showed in [95] how marginal entropies and joint entropy can be used for driving
the region-based registration. Thus, this framework is suitable for even multi-modal
registration. It also allows to easily incorporate other measures (like mutual information
and its variants) as well, and it could be probably extended to other statistical registration
models like [96]. Regarding the incorporation of other types of registration forces, it is
showed in [19] how shape-based forces can also be integrated into our framework.
3.3.2 Derived Atlas-based Registration Models
Different models can be derived by simply changing the type of active contour rep-
resentation φG, and/or the speed term ν that is used to generate the segmentation /
registration forces in equation (3.10). Note that the possible selections of ν are deter-
mined/limited by the selection of the level set function φG. We present here 3 important
special cases of this generalized framework.
(i) If φD is used as the level set function in equation (3.10), it results in Yezzi’s model [1].
With the φD representation, only the speed terms related to the object-based forces and
the regularization forces can be used, but not the pixel-based forces. As mentioned
earlier, φD representation can be used only for the two-phase segmentation.
(ii) If φI is used as the level set function, it results in the Vemuri’s model [2]. With the
φI representation, only the speed terms related to the pixel-based forces can be used;
neither the object-based, nor the regularization forces can be used.
(iii) If the new φL representation proposed in section 3.2.2 is used, it results in the seg-
mentation model presented in equation (3.13). With this new φL representation, speed
terms related to any of the of the three forces can be used. Further, φL representation can
perform multi-phase segmentation.
The above discussion has been summarized in table 3.1. Thus, it is clear that the
proposed framework generalizes two completely diverse state-of-the-art atlas-based
methods, and with our proposed φL representation, multi-phase segmentation can be
performed besides benefitting from any of the registration forces.
3.3.3 Regularization Constraints
In order to constrain the output deformation field to be uniform, we use two types of
regularization constraints: (i) smoothing constraints, (ii) bijectivity constraint; these are
described in more detail below. Incorporation of these constraints is required because of
the ill posed nature of the nonrigid transformation.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of our registration model that uses φL representation, with Yezzi’s
model [1] and Vemuri’s model [2].
Yezzi’s Vemuri’s Our Model
Model Model with φL
Level set function φD φI φL
Regularization forces ! × !
Pixel-based forces × ! !
Object-based forces ! × !
Multi-phase Segmentation × ! !
Smoothing Constraints
Linear diffusion smoothing is the commonly used regularization constraint in non-
parametric registration algorithms (see [2, 16]). It is applied at the end of each iteration
on the current global deformation field. Its PDE corresponds to the well known heat
equation:
∂v(x, t)
∂t
= ∆v(x, t), (3.16)
v(x, t = 0) = u∗(x),
where u∗ is the solution of equation (3.10) at the point x, and ∆ is the Laplacian operator.
This technique permits not only to smooth the deformation field, but also to diffuse
the contour deformation in a narrow-band around it. The fastest way to perform this
diffusion is by filtering. The filter corresponding to the heat equation is the Gaussian
filter.
As mentioned in section 3.3.1, mean curvature is commonly used in active contour
segmentation models for smoothing. Opposed to the linear diffusion, mean curvature
approach acts directly on the evolution equation. Its goal is to constrain the evolving
contours of the moving image to stay smoothed during their evolution. Hence, in this
thesis, we apply mean curvature smoothing while using region-based forces, and apply
linear diffusion smoothing (through Gaussian filtering) while using pixel-based forces.
Bijectivity Constraint
In recent years, there are significant developments in the estimation of smooth and invert-
ible transformations with the main goal being the preservation of the topology of objects.
In the framework of registration containing large deformations, diffeomorphisms are
powerful and mathematically elegant transformations that ensure a one-to-one smooth
and continuous mapping with nonsingular Jacobian determinant; they guarantee both
invertibility and preservation of topology. Earlier diffeomorphic registration algorithms
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are based on differential equations-based modeling of “viscous fluid” [97,98]. Recent
diffeomorphic algorithms [17, 99–101] resulted in more accurate estimations, but still,
most of these algorithms have a high computational cost.
In a small deformation framework, many registration approaches still use non-
diffeomorphic transformations; these algorithms, unlike diffeomorphic methods, are
based on simply adding non-parametric displacement fields to an identity transform.
However, such approaches do not necessarily preserve the topology, and do not guaran-
tee the bijectivity constraint unless some explicit schemes are implemented like in [16,102].
Note that our deformation field computation is similar to the “additive demons itera-
tions scheme” of Thirion’s approach [16] in terms of the way the deformation field is
updated, and the type of iterative scheme. [16] computes the forward and the backward
transformations independently, following the approach suggested by [103], and modifies
these transformations at each iteration to maintain their compatibility.
The backward transformation required in Thirion’s approach can be computed in
different ways. The simplest method could be to use a second label function defined
on the target image, and perform registration with the first image. However, creating
a label function on the target image could be cumbersome when segmentation of the
structures that are used in the labeled image cannot be obtained using simple segmenta-
tion procedures like thresholding. Hence, in order to avoid the segmentation of labeled
structures in the target image, we use another method inspired by the Thirions’s algo-
rithm [16]. In this approach, the inverse transform is computed by diffusing the object
of the target image through the contours of the source label image. This leads to the
following equation:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= ν(φG(x + u(x, t), 0)) NφG . (3.17)
Notice that the above equation is identical to equation (3.10) except that the label function
is not deformed and the driving forces have an opposite sign because they do not have to
attract the contour to the target image; rather, it has to diffuse the target object inside the
contour. While the above approach, like in [16], is good enough for small deformation
framework, it may not be an accurate method in case of large deformations. Recently, a
diffeomorphic model for the demons algorithms has been proposed in [17]. We could
also probably adapt a similar approach to our framework in order to deal with large
deformations.
3.4 Hierarchical Approach to Registration Forces
As described in section 3.3, our proposed framework facilitates to use multiple regis-
tration forces coming from both OF and AC frameworks. Further, the multi-phase AC
representation proposed in section 3.2.2 enables to select specific regions to be used for
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each of those registration forces. To benefit fully from these features, we propose to use
the registration / segmentation forces in an hierarchical manner, based on their relative
global (or local) characteristics. For instance, we know that the pixel-based forces are
more local forces compared to the region-based forces. Hence, logically, performing
the registration first with the relatively global region-based forces, and then with the
pixel-based forces could avoid converging to a local minimum. In addition, we point
out that there are other possible types of hierarchical approaches that can be easily
incorporated into our framework, like, hierarchy of structures to be used [104].
We now illustrate, through a 2D synthetic example and a real clinical application, the
advantages of using multiple registration forces in an hierarchical manner. In particular,
in both these examples, we compare three registration models: In the first case, we use
our framework with only the pixel-based forces for performing the registration; thus, this
is equivalent to using the Vemuri’s model [2]. In the second case, we use our framework
with only the region-based forces for performing the registration; thus, this is equivalent
to using Yezzi’s model [1]. In the final case, we consider both the region-based and pixel-
based forces in an hierarchical manner. Notice that this hierarchical approach became
possible because of the proposed framework. As mentioned earlier, since region-based
forces are more global than the pixel-based forces, during the hierarchical registration,
we first use the region-based forces, and then followed by the pixel-based forces.
3.4.1 2D Synthetic Example
Figure 3.4 shows the synthetic images used in this illustration. Figures 3.4a and 3.4b
show the target and atlas images respectively. Labeled image of the atlas is shown in
figure 3.4c, and is used during the region-based registration. This labeled image, also
called as label function, defines four connected regions. Notice that three of these regions
(the background, the left and right regions) are consistent between the atlas and the
target image, i.e., they have similar mean intensities and texture; on the other hand, the
last one (the central region) has a similar mean in both images but the orientation of the
texture pattern is different. The target contours are overlayed in red onto the atlas and
target images to visualize the initial differences. The arrows on figure 3.4b indicate that
in the right region, non-corresponding atlas and target texture patterns having similar
intensity distribution are initially superposed.
Figure 3.5a shows the results obtained from Vemuri’s model ([2]). It can be noted
that it cannot register correctly in the right and central regions due to the following
reasons: (i) The algorithm fails to register global differences because the registration
forces that it uses (pixel-based forces) are very local. (ii) Since it has no scheme to prevent
the registration of inconsistent regions, it obviously tries to register even the inconsistent
texture patterns in the central region.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.4: A 2D synthetic example for illustrating the advantages of hierarchical reg-
istration approach. Input data: (a) Target image. (b) Atlas image. (c) Labeled image
corresponding to the atlas. Contours of the target image are superposed over the
intensity images in order to highlight the initial differences.
(a) Vemuri’s model (b) Yezzi’s model (c) Our model
Figure 3.5: Registration results from different methods applied on the synthetic data in
figure 3.4.
Figure 3.5b shows the results obtained from Yezzi’s model ([1]) that uses mean-based
forces to register the four regions marked by the labeled image. For this example, while
the Yezzi’s model has globally registered the regions better than the Vemuri’s model, one
can see the limitations of using region-based forces alone. Notice from the results that,
since the deformation is based on only the contours of interest, it has more registration
errors in the texture when we are far away from the registered contours. Moreover, we
can model only closed contours with the Yezzi’s model.
We finally perform the registration with our framework, using the hierarchical
approach, and the results are shown in figure 3.5c. In this hierarchical approach, region-
based registration is performed followed by the pixel-based registration. Since the
texture of the central region is different between the images to be registered, this region
is not considered during the pixel-based registration, and thanks to the label function to
determine where to compute the pixel-based forces; we just let the texture pattern in the
central region to follow the deformation of the region-based contours. We can see from
the results on these simple synthetic 2D images that our combined region-based and
pixel-based hierarchical model has the potential to give better results than the methods
that use only pixel-based forces or, only region-based forces.
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3.4.2 Segmentation of Head and Neck Lymph Nodes
As detailed in chapter 2.3, automated segmentation of lymph nodes in 3D CT images is
a crucial and challenging step for intensity modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) treatment of
H&N cancer. Figure 3.6 shows, for one of the patients’ image, the manually delineated
ground truth segmentations of lymph node levels: IB-Left, IB-Right, IIA-Left, IIA-Right,
III-Left, III-Right, IV-Left, IV-Right, VA-Left, VA-Right, VB-Left, VB-Right, and VI. The
ground truth segmentations are performed by a medical expert, under the supervision
of a radiation oncologist.
The data set used for this application contains the H&N CT images of 13 patients,
acquired at Divisions of Radiotherapy, Geneva University Hospital (HUG), during the
routine clinical practice. The resolution of CT images in X and Y directions is varying in
the range of 0.45 mm to 0.94 mm; the typical resolution in the Z direction is 3 mm. The
size of each axial slice is 512× 512 pixels. The Field Of View (FOV) was not same for all
the images, and hence, the images are cropped during the preprocessing to contain the
same FOV. The number of slices for the data set after cropping is varying in the range of
61− 73.
The structures that have been selected for driving the region-based registration are:
(i) external contours of the H&N, (ii) bones, and (iii) trachea, thus forming four distinct
labels (including the background). Figure 3.7 shows these labels for one of the patients.
Notice that all the above selected structures have unique intensity characteristics (i.e.,
mean values of intensities inside and outside the selected structures), and they also
influence the location of the lymph nodes to be segmented. During the region-based
registration, curvature-based regularization is also used on the resulting contour. Gaus-
sian smoothing with a sigma of 1.5mm is used in the region-based registration whereas a
sigma of 3.5mm is used in the pixel-based registration.
There can be huge anatomical variations in the H&N region among different patients.
In addition to the registration method used, similarity / closeness of the atlas to the
patient’s image to be segmented also plays an important role in the segmentation
accuracy. If the atlas is more similar to the patient to be segmented, better will be the
segmentation results. Hence, a single arbitrarily selected image is not used as atlas for all
the images in the data set; rather, for each image to be segmented, an atlas is adaptively
selected from the rest of the images in the data set, based on the Mean Square Error
(MSE) metric. For this purpose, each image to be segmented is first affinely registered
to the other images in the data set, using leave-one-out strategy; then MSE value is
computed over the entire image region for each pair of affinely registered images; the
image that has given the least MSE is chosen as the atlas for that patient’s image to be
segmented.
Notice that use of statistical similarity measures compared to MSE metric could
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probably reduce the sensitivity to atlas selection. However, the type of impact of the
reduced-sensitivity on the accuracy of segmentation can largely depend on the nature of
structures to be segmented. For instance, when the structures to be segmented are thin or
soft tissue structures with slowly varying intensities, statistical similarity measures could
unfortunately be very insensitive in accurately registering those regions (i.e., negative
impact of decreased-sensitivity); thus, for such structures, they are not preferable over
MSE metric. On the contrary, for example, if structures are not thin and containing some
artifacts, statistical measures could probably result in more accurate as well as robust
registration results than MSE metric. Since lymph nodes are soft tissue structures, we
preferred MSE for this application.
Results
Figure 3.6 shows one of the patients’ image to be segmented. Ground truth segmenta-
tions of lymph nodes for that patient are superposed over the same image. Figure 3.7
shows the atlas image that was selected for the above patient’s image, based on MSE
criteria. Labeled image used for driving the region-based (first level) registration is
superposed over the same image. In order to qualitatively illustrate the advantage of the
proposed hierarchical approach, segmentation results from the three methods in one of
the axial slices, along with its ground truth, are presented in figure 3.8; the names of the
lymph nodes are labeled in the sub-figure that shows ground truth segmentations. We
can see the advantage of the hierarchical approach, particulary for lymph nodes IB and
VA. Notice that, in this slice, these are the lymph nodes that are close to the structures
considered during region-based registration, and thus, profiting better from both Yezzi’s
model and Vemuri’s model. Hence, with reference to the ground truth, we can see that
these results are better compared to using only one of the two methods.
The segmentation results are quantitatively compared using two statistical metrics:
(i) sensitivity, (ii) Dice Similarity Measure (DSM), and a geometrical metric: (i) Mean
Hausdorff Distance (HD). Please refer to the chapter 2.4 for a detailed description pf
these metrics. Figure 3.9 shows the box plots of Sensitivity, DSM and mean HD when
different types of registration forces are used. The corresponding mean and standard
deviation values are summarized in table 3.2. It can be noted from these results that
for all the three measures, our hierarchical registration approach combining region-
based and pixel-based forces gave better results than the Vemuri’s model (using only
pixel-based forces) and the Yezzi’s model (using only region-based forces).
We also performed tests to evaluate the statistical significance of differences between
the methods. We used Wilcoxon signed-rank test (described in chapter 2.4) for this pur-
pose. We performed this test on DSM statistics, for each permutation of pair of methods
chosen from the three methods, with the alternative hypothesis being: “segmentation
results from the first method are statistically better (greater) than the second method.”
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(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.6: One of the patients’ image to be segmented in the H&N data set. Ground
truth segmentations of the lymph nodes are superposed over the image.
(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.7: Labeled image superposed over the atlas image in the axial, sagittal and
coronal views. The labeled structures in the image are (1) External-contour, (2) Bones,
and (3) Trachea. This image is used for driving the region-based registration.
Based on these results, the following conclusions are drawn for this application at 0.05
significance level: (i) Segmentation results from Vemuri’s model are better than Yezzi’s
model (with a p-value of 0.0004). (ii) Segmentation results from our hierarchical model
are better than Vemuri’s model (with a p-value of 0.009) as well as Yezzi’s model (with a
p-value of 0.0001).
3.5 Comparison of Registration Methods
In this section, we present a comparison of lymph nodes segmentation results obtained
from our registration framework with two other commonly used methods in medical
imaging, viz, radial basis function (RBF) algorithm [44], and Demons algorithm [16].
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(a) Ground truth (b) Vemuri’s model (c) Yezzi’s model (d) Hierarchical model
Figure 3.8: Screen shots in one of the axial slices, of the ground truth and automated
lymph nodes segmentations obtained from Vemuri’s model, Yezzi’s model, and our
hierarchical model.
Figure 3.9: Box plots comparing average values sensitivity, DSM and mean HD for
lymph nodes segmentation, using (a) only pixel-based forces (Vemuri’s model) (b) only
region-based forces (Yezzi’s model) and (c) our hierarchical model.
Radial Basis Function Algorithm (RBF)
This is a mutual information-based technique proposed by Rhode et al. [44]. The
deformation that registers the intensity atlas onto the patient image is modeled with a
linear combination of radial basis functions with finite support.
Demons Algorithm
It is an intensity-based algorithm developed by Thirion [16]. Demons algorithm is close
to our method for the following reasons. First both are non-parametric. Then, both are
specially designed to match contours and also both the algorithms use linear diffusion
to extend the deformation computed on the contours to the whole image. Finally both
algorithms rely their registration force on polarity. However in the Demons algorithm,
the polarity depends on intensity differences and in our algorithm it depends on the
inside and outside of the objects to be registered.
The data set used for this evaluation contains the H&N CT scans of 10 patients, ac-
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Table 3.2: Mean and standard deviations of Sensitivity, DSM, and mean HD measures
for lymph nodes segmentation obtained from (a) Vemuri’s model [2], (b) Yezzi’s model
[1], and (c) our hierarchical model.
Method Type of forces Sensitivity DSM Mean HD (mm)
Vemuri’s Model Only Pixel 0.550± 0.066 0.494± 0.056 4.507± 1.412
Yezzi’s Model Only Region 0.518± 0.072 0.451± 0.062 5.043± 1.669
Our Model Region + Pixel 0.574±0.070 0.503±0.057 4.449±1.418
quired during routine clinical practice, at Divisions of Radiotherapy, Geneva University
Hospital (HUG). The lymph nodes are manually delineated by the radiation oncologist
for all the 10 patients, and those are considered as the gold standard for evaluating
the automated segmentations. Sagittal views of four of those patients are shown in
figure 3.10 for illustrating the anatomical variability present the current data set. The
resolutions, size, and the preprocessing procedure for this data set are very similar to the
data set used previously, in section 3.4.2. The CT image shown in figure 3.11 is arbitrarily
chosen as the atlas image for the data set, and automated segmentations are performed
on the remaining 9 CT images 4.
It is common with most of the nonrigid image registration methods to perform an
affine or rigid registration prior to the final nonrigid registration in order to recover
large deformations. However, our method is found to be robust enough to accurately
perform the registration without requiring any such initial registration and is indeed,
because of the labeling approach. So we do not use any initial registration and this is
one of the advantages of our registration model, whereas we perform an initial affine
registration for the other two methods that we use in this evaluation.
In this evaluation, for our method, we just use region-based forces combined with
curvature-based regularization. With the inclusion of more registration forces (for e.g.,
using additionally, pixel-based forces in an hierarchical manner, as illustrated in the
evaluation presented in the preceding section) the results from our method could be
improved even further. The structures selected for driving this region-based registration
are described in figure 3.12. Concerning the parameters setting, we use 4 levels of
resolutions for the multi-resolution approach and a σ = 1 for the Gaussian filtering
performing the linear diffusion.
Results
We first present the qualitative results obtained from our registration method for one of
the patients’ images in the data set. Figure 3.11 and figure 3.12 show respectively the
4Please note that we conducted this comparison well before performing another different evaluation
that we have already presented in section 3.4.2. It is because of this reason that the size of this data set and
the atlas selection strategy are slightly different for these two sets of experiments.
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Figure 3.10: Sagittal views of four patients in the current data set. These images illustrate
the anatomical variability present in the current data set.
(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.11: Atlas image superposed with manually delineated lymph nodes.
intensity image and the labeled image of the atlas. Manually delineated lymph nodes of
the atlas image are shown on the intensity image itself in figure. 3.11. Figure 3.13 shows
the CT scans of a target image to be segmented.
The contours of the deformed structures of the labeled image are superposed over
the patient’s image, and are shown in figure 3.14. It can be seen that the algorithm has
registered the selected structures well, except over the lower portion of few axial slices.
Although the active contour method is actually capable of registering the contours
perfectly, the deviation is due to the trade off between the regularization term that
smoothens the deformation field and the region-based term. The auto segmented
lymph node regions results are superposed over the patient’s image and are shown in
figure 3.13.
Finally, figure 3.15 shows 3D segmentations of lymph node volumes on their respec-
tive thresholded images; the top row of this figure shows manually delineated lymph
node volumes on a thresholded atlas image, and the bottom row shows the lymph node
volumes on the thresholded target image obtained from our automated atlas-based
segmentation method. These results are visually inspected by an expert oncologist and
found to be qualitatively good for most of the lymph nodes.
The quantitative evaluation is performed over all the 10 CT images in the data
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(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.12: Labeled image used for region-based registration. The labeled structures in
the image are (1) External-contour, (2) Mandible, (3) Vertebra and (4)Trachea.
(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.13: One of the patients’ image to be segmented. Automated segmentations of
the lymph nodes are superposed over the patient’s image.
set. The statistics for the left right side pairs of the same lymph node are combined
while presenting the results because they are mostly symmetrical. For instance the
statistics for lymph nodes IB-left (IB-L) and IB-right (IB-R) are represented as IB itself.
The evaluation is performed using three statistical metrics: sensitivity, specificity, Dice
Similarity Coefficient (DSC), and a geometrical metric: Hausdorff distance. The details
of these metrics are already presented in chapter 2.4.
Figure 3.16 and figure 3.17 respectively show the box plots of sensitivity and speci-
ficity for each lymph node, computed from the three methods: RBF algorithm, Demons
algorithm and our proposed algorithm. The mean and standard deviations for sensi-
tivity are presented in table 3.3. From the comparison of sensitivity results, it can be
noted that our model has performed better than RBF and Demons algorithms. In case of
specificity measure, the results for all the lymph nodes, from all the methods are around
the ideal value (= 1). Specificity is not a good measure for the current evaluation of
lymph node segmentation, because of its dependency on the relative size of the lymph
node with respect to the image size, and this is already explained in more detail in
chapter 2.4.
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(a) Axial slice (b) Sagittal slice (c) Coronal slice
Figure 3.14: The contours of structures in the deformed label are superposed over the
patient’s image, for qualitative evaluation of the registration.
Table 3.3: Mean and standard deviations for sensitivity and DSC measures, on a data set
of 10 patients.
Lymph Sensitivity DSC
Node RBF Demons Our Method RBF Demons Our Method
IA 0.12± 0.23 0.25± 0.20 0.60± 0.25 0.14± 0.25 0.22± 0.19 0.39± 0.14
IB 0.47± 0.22 0.54± 0.33 0.78± 0.12 0.47± 0.22 0.50± 0.30 0.61± 0.06
IIA 0.37± 0.27 0.54± 0.26 0.76± 0.09 0.31± 0.18 0.52± 0.23 0.58± 0.08
IIB 0.24± 0.15 0.48± 0.26 0.64± 0.14 0.27± 0.17 0.48± 0.24 0.53± 0.12
III 0.31± 0.26 0.38± 0.24 0.53± 0.17 0.29± 0.20 0.43± 0.27 0.48± 0.18
IV 0.24± 0.22 0.41± 0.27 0.64± 0.14 0.20± 0.22 0.38± 0.25 0.41± 0.15
VA 0.04± 0.04 0.19± 0.16 0.32± 0.23 0.05± 0.05 0.20± 0.17 0.27± 0.18
VB 0.28± 0.16 0.43± 0.28 0.51± 0.24 0.19± 0.16 0.33± 0.22 0.31± 0.21
VI 0.15± 0.08 0.24± 0.14 0.63± 0.10 0.19± 0.11 0.28± 0.13 0.53± 0.08
Mean 0.25± 0.18 0.38± 0.24 0.60± 0.16 0.23± 0.17 0.37± 0.22 0.46± 0.13
Figure 3.18 shows the box plots of DSC for each lymph node, computed from all the
three methods. The mean and standard deviations for DSC are presented in table 3.3.
The DSC values are good considering the complexity of lymph nodes segmentation, but
there is still scope for improvement. Since there are no previously reported statistics
of DSC for automated segmentation of the H&N lymph nodes, a comparison with the
existing literature is not possible. For DSC measure shown in figure 3.18, our method
is superior to the RBF method. The reason for lower values of DSC for RBF method is
because it is a parametric method and hence cannot cope up with large deformations
between the atlas and the patient’s image. The mean values of DSC from our method
are very close to the Demons method. The variance in DSC is relatively small for our
method compared to the Demons method. However, as mentioned earlier, there is a
scope for further improving the segmentation results obtained from our method by
additionally including more registration forces, as illustrated in section 3.4.2.
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(a) Atlas - front view (b) Atlas - side view (c) Atlas - back view
(d) Patient - front view (e) Patient - side view (f) Patient - back view
Figure 3.15: Manually delineated lymph node volumes on the thresholded atlas image
are presented in the top row. Automated segmentations of the lymph node volumes on
the thresholded patient’s image are presented in the bottom row.
Figure 3.19 shows the box plots of Hausdorff distance for each lymph node, from
all the three methods and the associated mean and standard deviation are presented in
table 3.4. As mentioned in chapter 2.4, lower values of Hausdorff distance imply a better
resemblance between the gold standard and the automated segmentation. Thus, it can
be noted from these box plots that the results are poor for the RBF method. The mean
values of Hausdorff distance for our method are close to the Demons. For some lymph
nodes, the mean values are slightly better for Demons method and is in the other way
some other lymph node regions. However, Our method has the advantage of relatively
small value of variance than the Demons method.
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Figure 3.16: Box plots comparing the sensitivity measure of lymph node regions segmen-
tation, using (1)RBF algorithm, (2)Demons algorithm and (3)Our proposed algorithm.
Figure 3.17: Box plots comparing the specificity measure of lymph node segmentations,
using (1)RBF algorithm, (2)Demons algorithm and (3)Our proposed algorithm.
Figure 3.18: Box plots comparing the DSC measure of lymph node regions segmentation,
using (1)RBF algorithm, (2)Demons algorithm and (3)Our proposed algorithm.
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Figure 3.19: Box plots comparing the Hausdorff distance measure for lymph node re-
gions segmentation, using (1)RBF algorithm, (2)Demons algorithm and (3)Our proposed
algorithm.
Table 3.4: Mean and standard deviations for Hausdorff distance measure, on a data set
of 10 patients.
Lymph Hausdorff Distance (mm)
Node RBF Demons Our Method
IA 12.51± 6.76 9.86± 4.53 8.49± 1.58
IB 15.93± 5.69 12.82± 6.17 12.31± 3.80
IIA 22.66± 6.12 14.93± 6.21 15.41± 6.74
IIB 19.00± 7.67 14.84± 9.08 14.41± 6.11
III 25.36± 10.64 17.34± 10.93 18.45± 11.85
IV 29.31± 9.43 17.84± 7.31 19.16± 9.10
VA 28.19± 8.74 32.14± 17.95 31.43± 13.49
VB 29.89± 7.85 23.12± 12.02 25.76± 12.31
VI 18.92± 6.13 16.51± 4.44 11.43± 2.27
Mean 22.42± 7.67 17.71± 8.74 17.43± 7.47
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3.6 Discussion and Conclusions
The main contribution of this chapter is a new variational framework that encompasses
many existing registration methods. We have presented how active contour (AC) based
registration model of [1], and pixel-based registration model of [2] can be derived from
the proposed framework. We have also proposed a new label function for performing
multi-phase AC-based registration. The advantage of the proposed label function is
that it can distinguish any number of regions with a single function. Our proposed
framework allows to select the structures to be used for driving the registration. This
way, the atlas can be registered on target images using the objects that are consistent
between both the images.
We have proposed to use multiple registration forces in an hierarchical manner,
based on their relative global characteristics so that convergence to a local minimum can
be avoided besides benefitting from multiple registration forces. We have demonstrated
the advantage of such hierarchical approach through a 2D synthetic example and a
clinical application. In the clinical application, we have compared the 3D head and neck
(H&N) lymph nodes segmentations obtained from the pixel-based Vemuri’s model [2]
and the region-based Yezzi’s model [1] with the results obtained from our registration
framework that facilitated combining both region-based and pixel-based forces in an
hierarchical manner. The improvements in segmentation accuracy from our registration
model are found to be statistically significant when compared to both Vemuri’s model
and Yezzi’s model.
We have compared the 3D H&N lymph nodes segmentation results obtained from
our method with RBF and Demons registration algorithms. Demons method and our
registration method have clearly outperformed the RBF method. This is probably be-
cause, while RBF is a parametric method, the rest of the two methods are non-parametric
registration methods. The segmentation results from our method are very close to the
results Demons methods, and sometimes, marginally better. However, please note that,
in this evaluation, we have used only region-based forces for our registration method.
Hence, unlike Demons method, there is still a definite scope for further improving
the results from our method as it facilitates including many other registration forces.
Moreover, in case of any inconsistencies between the atlas and target images, unlike
Demons method, our registration framework also facilitates to select specific structures
to drive the registration process. Thus, these evaluations have clearly demonstrated the
potential of the proposed registration framework.
In all the experiments presented so far, automated segmentations of each target
image are obtained based on just a single atlas which is chosen either arbitrarily, or
based on certain optimization criteria. However, as described in chapter 2.2, results
obtained by merging segmentations from multiple atlases are more robust and accurate
than the single atlas-based results. The rest of the thesis is hence focussed on multi
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atlas fusion methodologies. Finally, please note that the atlas fusion methodologies
presented in this thesis are independent of the registration methods used for computing
the deformation field; hence, although we used in this thesis our “active deformation
fields” for performing registration, one can choose their own preferred registration
strategies, and still can use any of these fusion methods.
In the next chapter, we present a new Markov Random Field (MRF)-based fusion
framework for merging segmentations obtained from multiple atlases. We also present
a detailed evaluation of various fusion methods for performing H&N lymph nodes
segmentation.
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4 MRF-based Framework for Multi-
Atlas Fusion
In this chapter, we propose a general Markov Random Field (MRF) based framework
that can perform simultaneously both edge-preserving smoothing and fusion of labels
obtained from multiple atlases. More specifically, we formulate the label fusion problem
with MRF-based neighborhood model, as an energy minimization problem containing a
unary data term and a pairwise smoothness term. We present how the existing methods
like majority voting, global weighted voting and local weighted voting can be reframed
to profit from the proposed framework. This framework resulted in generating more
accurate segmentations as well as more contiguous segmentations by getting rid of
unwanted holes and islands. Finally, we present a comprehensive evaluation of various
fusion methods, both ‘with’ and ‘without’ using MRF-based smoothness term, in the
specific context of segmentation of lymph nodes in 3D head and neck CT images.
4.1 Introduction
Multi Atlas fusion methods are well known for providing robust and accurate segmen-
tations when compared to single atlas-based strategies. We have already presented a
brief summary of atlas fusion methods in chapter 1.2, and described the formulation of
the existing fusion methods in chapter 2.2.
One of the main problems with many of the existing fusion strategies is, although
the segmentations obtained from each individual atlas are contiguous, the merged
segmentations can be fragmented containing undesirable discontinuities like holes and
islands [26]. Some of the atlas fusion approaches like SBA provide more contiguous
segmentations compared to other widely used methods; however, those approaches
cannot be generalized or extended to other existing fusion methods.
To deal with the above mentioned problem of discontinuous segmentations, the
segmentation results are sometimes post-processed. For instance, in [26], the segmen-
tation results for each structure are independently considered as binary masks, and
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are post-processed by first smoothing them with a Gaussian kernel, and then thresh-
olded at 0.5; after that, they further perform connected component analysis and retain
only the largest component. In [37], the segmentation results are post-processed by
morphological closing, and then followed by the extraction of the largest component.
However, such post-processing approaches have many disadvantages. First, they
do not preserve sharp edges. Second, depending on the order in which those labels
are smoothed, such simple Gaussian smoothing of labels results in conflicting regions
across the boundaries of adjacent structures. To avoid this conflict between regions, one
could probably introduce approaches like a more complex iterative coupled Gaussian
smoothing of multiple labels, but that still will not solve the first problem of preserving
the edges. Finally and most importantly, it is not elegant to handle “fusion” and
“smoothing” as two different, independent problems.
To address the above mentioned issues, in this chapter, we propose an MRF-based
framework that performs simultaneously both fusion and edge-preserving smoothing
of multiple labels. The rest of the chapter proceeds as follows. In the next section,
we present a new MRF-based framework and reformulate some of the existing fusion
methods to fit into our framework. In section 4.3, we present an evaluation of various
fusion methods for H&N lymph nodes segmentation. Finally, conclusions are presented
in section 4.4.
4.2 MRF-based Fusion Framework
In this section, we first present the MRF-based framework that we propose for perform-
ing simultaneously both fusion and smoothing of multiple structures whose segmen-
tations are obtained from multiple individual atlases. We then show how some of the
existing fusion methods like majority voting, global weighted voting and local weighted
voting can be reformulated to profit from the proposed framework.
Let V be the number of voxels in the target image. Let Yp denote the label assigned
to the pth voxel in the output image. Let Y be the set containing labels assigned to each
voxel in the output image, i.e., Y = {Y1, · · ·YV}. Then, we will be formulating the atlas
fusion as a general energy minimization problem of the following form.
Y∗ = arg min
Y
{Edata(Y) + λ Esmooth(Y)} , (4.1)
where the first term is a data term (unary term), and it should be defined in such a way
that it reaches to a minimum value when the chosen fusion criteria has been met; the
second term is a smoothness term (pairwise term), and in the current context, it should
penalize for irregular distribution of labels while allowing for the edge-discontinuities. λ
is a weighting parameter between the data term and smoothness term. Energy equation
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of graph-construction procedure for solving the MRF-based
fusion problem using graph-cuts method. This picture is inspired from a presentation of
Prof. Bokov on graph-cuts.
of the form (4.1) is ubiquitous in many computer vision problems, and there exists
various efficient MRF optimization methods for solving them [49, 105]. In this thesis,
we use the graph cuts expansion method [106–108] as it guarantees convergence to
a global optimum for the current model. One could also explore other alternative
promising algorithms like loopy belief propagation [109, 110], tree reweighted message
passing [111, 112], and graph cuts based on linear programming [113].
We now mention the graph construction procedure in more detail with the help
of the illustration presented in figure 4.1. Notice from this figure that, each voxel in
the target image is represented by a vertex, and thus there are V vertices in the graph
representing all the voxels of the image. Then, each possible label to be assigned
(denoted as l1, l2, · · · , lD in the figure) is represented by an additional node, and these
nodes are typically called as “terminals.” Each of these D terminals are connected to
all V vertices, and those connecting edges are called “t-links.” (In the figure, we have
drawn only few t-links as this figure is just for illustrating the procedure.) The weight
of the t-link connecting a particular terminal to a vertex is equal to the resulting data
cost for that voxel when it is assigned the label represented by that terminal. The edges
that connect a vertex (i.e., voxel) to another (neighboring) vertex are called “n-links.”
The weight of an n-link is equal to the resulting pairwise smoothness cost for those two
vertices, and this is dependent on the respective labels assigned to those two vertices.
After the construction of the graph in this manner, the initial MRF-based fusion problem
is eventually transformed into computing a minimum cost cut on the graph.
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Note that although energy formulations similar to the above one were used previ-
ously [114] in performing segmentations using individual atlases, and in other computer
vision problems like denoising, inpainting and stereo vision [105], it is for the first time
such MRF-based energy minimization formulation is used for merging segmentations
obtained from multiple atlases. We have noticed that, in computer vision, [115] has
recently proposed a framework, that has certain similarities with our current framework.
[115] uses Markovian Bayesian framework for combining several quickly estimated seg-
mentation maps. Our framework is different from [115] in the sense that, unlike [115], we
formulate the fusion problem as an energy minimization problem; further, we propose
here a generalized framework in a completely different context, and we also show how
some of the existing fusion methods can be reformulated to profit from our framework.
We now reformulate some of the existing fusion methods to fit into the data term of
the above mentioned MRF-based energy minimization formulation.
4.2.1 Majority Voting
Let N be the number of atlases. Let X j represent the jth input labeled image (corre-
sponding to the jth atlas) after applying the transformation that maps the jth atlas to the
output intensity image. Let X jp be the label assigned to the pth voxel of X j. Let D be the
total number unique label values (including the background label) in the input labeled
images. Let L = {l1, · · · , lD} represent the set of all possible labels to be assigned. Let δ
be a Kronecker delta function.
Majority Voting (MV) assigns for each voxel a label that maximum number of atlases
agree on. The original formulation of MV is already described in detail in chapter 2.2.1,
and it is a maximization problem of the following form.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
δ
(
X jp, lD
)]
. (4.2)
We now reformulate this as a minimization problem. The above maximization
formulation of MV is exactly equivalent to minimizing the following energy function.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
(
1− δ
(
X jp, Yp
))
. (4.3)
Notice that, at a pth voxel, if the label assigned to output image (Yp) is same as the
label assigned by a jth atlas (X jp), the corresponding term in the above equation (i.e.,
1− δ
(
X jp, Yp
)
) becomes 0, and its value is 1 otherwise; hence the summation of this
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term computed over all atlases at given voxel (∑Nj=1 1− δ
(
X jp, Yp
)
) is minimum when
the output label assigned is same as the label assigned by majority of atlases. When this
data term alone is used in equation (4.1) (i.e., when λ is set to zero), it is evident from
the above equation that the labeling decision to be made at each voxel is independent
of the labels assigned to rest of the voxels. In other words, the outside summation
over each voxel (∑Vp=1 ) present in equation (4.3) is separable to independent voxel-
wise optimizations similar to equation (4.2). Thus, when λ is set to zero in equation
(4.1), this minimization-formulation is exactly equivalent to the original maximization
problem. The reason to additionally include a factor of (1/N) in the above data term
is to normalize its magnitude when smoothness term is also used along with this data
term. When no smoothness term is used, this normalization term obviously does not
affect the output labeling decisions.
4.2.2 Global Weighted Voting
Global Weighted Voting (GWV) is similar to MV except that it attaches a global weight to
each atlas while counting its vote. The original formulation of GWV is already described
in detail in chapter 2.2.2, and it is a maximization problem of the following form.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
wjδ
(
X jp, lD
)]
, (4.4)
where wj is the global weight assigned to the decisions made by the jth atlas.
We now reformulate the maximum-energy formulation of GWV into an equivalent
energy minimization problem, and is as follows.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
wˆj
(
1− δ
(
X jp, Yp
))
, (4.5)
where wˆj is the normalized global weight assigned to the decisions made by the jth
atlas. Notice that in the reformulated equation, unlike in equation (4.4), we normalize
the global weights (wj) to the range 0-1. When the data term in equation (4.5) alone is
optimized, this normalization is not required, and even if the normalization has been
done, it has no impact on the output labeling. Thus, equation (4.5) then results in exactly
the same output labeling as that of equation (4.4) irrespective of the normalization.
However, when the above data term is combined with a smoothness term as shown in
equation (4.1), such normalization is useful in order to make the relative magnitudes of
the data term and the smoothness term independent of the number of atlases.
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Finally, wj values defined in equation (2.3) are normalized as follows.
wˆj =
wj
max (w1, · · · , wN) . (4.6)
4.2.3 Local Weighted Voting
While GWV assigns a single global weight for each atlas, Local Weighted Voting (LWV)
assigns an individual local weight for each voxel in each atlas. The original formulation
of GWV is already described in detail in chapter 2.2.3, and it is a maximization problem
of the following form.
Yp = max
[
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, l1
)
,
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, l2
)
, · · · ,
N
∑
j=1
wjp δ
(
X jp, lD
)]
, (4.7)
where wjp is the weight assigned to the jth atlas, at pth voxel.
Notice that the formulation for GWV presented in equation (4.4), and the above
formulation for LWV are very similar except that the weight assigned for each atlas is
not fixed anymore for the entire image; rather, the weights are now dependent on the
voxel location. Hence, the corresponding minimum energy formulation for LWV is as
follows.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
wˆjp
(
1− δ
(
X jp, Yp
))
, (4.8)
where wˆjp is the normalized local weight assigned to the jth atlas, at pth voxel. The effects
of this normalization are same as those that we described for GWV in the previous
subsection.
Finally, wjp values defined in equation (2.5) are normalized as follows.
wˆjp =
wjp
max
(
w1p, · · · , wNp
) . (4.9)
4.2.4 Smoothness Term
Regarding the smoothness term, we use here the widely used edge-preserving Potts
model [105]. However, one could even use other models that are specific to a given
application, that incorporate prior knowledge about the spatial distribution of the
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labels 1.
Let ℵp be the set of all voxels in the predefined neighborhood of the pth voxel. Let wpq
represent spatially varying per-pairing weights. Then the Potts model-based smoothness
term is given by
Esmooth(Y) =
V
∑
p=1
∑
∀q∈ℵp
q 6=p
wpq
(
1− δ(Yp, Yq)
)
. (4.10)
For the H&N lymph nodes segmentation application that we consider in this chapter,
we simply set wpq to 1/(cardinality of the set ℵp). However, as shown in the above
equation, this framework clearly facilitates to further incorporate, through the term wpq,
the prior knowledge of spatially varying probability distributions of neighboring label
pairs.
4.3 Evaluation
In this section, we present a comprehensive evaluation of the state-of-the-art fusion
methods and the proposed MRF-based framework in the context of segmentation of
lymph nodes in a data set of 3D Head and Neck (H&N) CT images. In this evaluation, we
consider 10 lymph node structures for automated segmentation: (i) IB-Left, (ii) IB-Right,
(iii) IIA-Left, (iv) IIA-Right, (v) IIB-Left, (vi) IIB-Right, (vii) III-Left, (viii) III-Right, (ix)
IV-Left, (x) IV-Right. These lymph nodes for one of the patients are shown in figure 4.2.
Both the left and right structures that share the same lymph node number are shown in
the same color in these figures. (For example, both IB-Left and IB-Right are displayed in
magenta color; this is just a convention that we followed for the sake convenience in
visualization). Lymph nodes IB, IIA, IIB, III and IV are respectively shown in magenta,
cyan, red, green and blue colors in this figure.
The current data set contains 12 atlas images and 8 patients’ images to be segmented,
acquired at Divisions of Radiotherapy, Geneva University Hospital (HUG), during the
routine clinical practice. These images have a resolution of 1mm×1mm×1mm in X, Y
and Z directions respectively. The Field of View (FOV) was not same for all the images,
and hence, the images are cropped during the preprocessing to contain the same FOV.
An expert oncologist has manually delineated lymph nodes on all the images, and those
manual delineations are considered as the ground truth segmentations; the manual
delineations have been done according to the consensus guidelines published in [74].
Fusion methods evaluated in this chapter are (i) MV, (ii) GWV, (iii) LWV, (iv) SBA,
and (v) STAPLE. All the methods (except SBA and STAPLE) are evaluated for both ‘with’
1We will be exploring more in this direction (i.e., towards developing advanced neighborhood prior
models) in the coming chapters.
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(a) Axial slice (b) Coronal slice (c) Lymph node volumes
Figure 4.2: Manual delineations of H&N lymph nodes for one of the images. Lymph
nodes IB, IIA, IIB, III and IV are shown in magenta, cyan, red, green and blue colors
respectively.
and ‘without’ the MRF-based smoothness term (i.e., respectively with λ 6= 0 and λ = 0
in equation (4.1)). Those methods with the smoothness term are denoted either with a
suffix “+MRF”, or an apostrophe (’) added to the name of the method. Although we did
not yet explore reformulating STAPLE algorithm to fit into our label fusion framework,
we still include this method in the current evaluation; this is because STAPLE is one of
the widely used methods, and thus, it is interesting to notice its relative performance
in the specific context of H&N lymph nodes segmentation; we use here the multi-label
implementation of the STAPLE proposed in [40]. Since the reformulation approach
required for SBA is different from the voting-based methods, we will be dealing with it
separately in the next chapter.
For all the experiments presented in this chapter, λ is empirically set to 0.5. This
value is selected based on visual inspection of results, and is not optimized further. In
the context of the current evaluation, such empirical λ selection is sufficient enough
since the goal here is to compare the relative performances of different methods, and
to demonstrate the advantages of the MRF-based framework. Instead, if the purpose
were to obtain more accurate segmentations from individual methods, λ value may be
further fine-tuned iteratively, based on the prior knowledge about the output structures
(for instance, based on the prior knowledge about the “number of connected regions”
in the structures of interest); λ value could also be set based on the quantitative results
from a training data set. In the smoothness term, ℵp is set to the standard 3D grid of
6 neighbors. Finally, similarity weights for LWV (i.e., wˆjp) are computed over 9×9×9
neighborhood.
We also evaluate the performance of the fusion methods for varying number of
atlases. For this purpose, the atlases for each patients’ image to be segmented are ordered
based on the overall DSM between the ground truth and the automated segmentation
results obtained from individual atlases. As the ground truth segmentations for target
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images may not be available in advance in routine clinical practices, in such cases, the
atlases can instead be ordered based on the computation of an appropriate metric (like
sum of “mean square difference” (MSD) of intensities computed over all voxels, or
deformation field vector) between each transformed atlas and the target image.
Regarding the registration, all the 12 atlases are registered to each patient to be
segmented. An initial affine registration is performed followed by a two-level hier-
archical nonrigid registration. The affine registration is performed based on MSD of
intensities metric. In the first level, region-based nonrigid registration is performed
with its parameters and procedure very similar to the application already presented
in chapter 3.4.2. The structures that have been selected for driving the region-based
registration are (i) external contours of the H&N, (ii) bones, and (iii) trachea. Notice that
all the above selected structures have unique intensity characteristics (i.e., mean values
of intensities inside and outside the selected structures), and they also influence the
location of the lymph nodes to be segmented. This region-based registration is followed
by a final pixel-based registration. The parameters for pixel-based registration are also
same as those used in the application presented in chapter 3.4.2.
Finally, before presenting the evaluation results, we want to make few comments
about the computational time. We implemented all the registration and fusion algo-
rithms in the ITK 2 framework, which is a widely used open-source tool in medical
imaging. We have not yet optimized our code for making it computationally efficient.
All the experiments are run on the same machine (2.40 GHz, Intel Core 2 Duo processor,
3 GB RAM). With our current implementation, the two-level nonrigid registration for
one pair of images is taking around 50 minutes. When compared to the time taken for
registration, the fusion procedure is fast. For example, in our current evaluation, the
computational timings for merging the segmentation results obtained from 12 atlases
are approximately varying from a minimum of 30 seconds to a maximum of 5 minutes
depending on the fusion method. Among all the fusion methods, MV is the fastest
one whereas LWV needs relatively more time as it requires the computation of local
similarity measure at each voxel in the image. When compared to MV, SBA also takes
more time as it requires the computation of Euclidean distances at each voxel, to each
possible label. Please note that there is further scope for the optimization of our current
implementation of these algorithms, and thus, these timings are only indicative.
Results
We start with presenting qualitative results for one of the patients’ images; these results
are obtained by merging segmentations from 12 atlases using different fusion methods.
Figure 4.3 shows, in one of the axial slices, the ground truth segmentations, and the
segmentations obtained from various fusion methods. Figure 4.4 shows segmentations in
2http://itk.org/
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(a) Ground Truth (b) MV (c) MV+MRF (d) GWV (e) GWV+MRF
(f) LWV (g) LWV+MRF (h) SBA (i) STAPLE
Figure 4.3: Screen shots of H&N lymph nodes segmentations in the axial orientation,
from different fusion methods, using 12 atlases.
one of the coronal slices. Similarly, figure 4.5 shows the lymph node volumes constructed
from the ground truth segmentations, and from the segmentations obtained from various
fusion methods. It can be noted from these figures that, the inclusion of the proposed
MRF-based smoothness term, in general, provided more accurate segmentations, and
also resulted in getting rid of unwanted holes and islands in the output segmentations
when compared to their counterparts that do not use any such MRF-based term.
The quantitative evaluation is performed over the entire data set, using two metrics;
(i) Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) and (ii) number of connected regions per label. As we
already detailed in chapter 2.4, the output segmentations of each lymph node (label)
should ideally contain a single contiguous region. Hence, we evaluate the fusion
algorithms also based on the number of connected regions it has created per each label
(ideal value = 1).
Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 present box plots of DSM for each lymph node, and also box
plots of average DSM computed across all lymph nodes. The following observations can
be made from these box plots. For LWV, GWV and MV based fusion schemes, methods
with the proposed MRF-based edge preserving smoothness term generally provided
better results than their counterparts that do not incorporate any such smoothness term.
If we look at a particular method both ‘with’ and ‘without’ the inclusion of MRF-based
term as a single class of methods, then, among all the classes of methods, LWV provided
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(a) Ground Truth (b) MV (c) MV+MRF (d) GWV (e) GWV+MRF
(f) LWV (g) LWV+MRF (h) SBA (i) STAPLE
Figure 4.4: Screen shots of H&N lymph nodes segmentations in the coronal orientation,
from different fusion methods, using 12 atlases.
(a) Ground Truth (b) MV (c) MV+MRF (d) GWV (e) GWV+MRF
(f) LWV (g) LWV+MRF (h) SBA (i) STAPLE
Figure 4.5: Lymph node volumes for one of the patients’ images, obtained from different
fusion methods, using 12 atlases.
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the best overall segmentation results, and it is followed by GWV, MV, SBA and STAPLE
respectively.
Figure 4.8 presents box plots of number of connected regions per each label. These
statistics are computed over all the lymph nodes, and across all the patients. As men-
tioned earlier, each lymph node should ideally contain a single contiguous region. The
following points can be noted from these box plots. All the MRF-based methods have
successfully resulted in almost a single contiguous region per each label. SBA method
also resulted in almost a single contiguous region per each structure. Among the rest
of the methods, LWV resulted in the highest number of disconnected regions per label,
and it is followed by GWV, MV and STAPLE methods respectively.
We further evaluated the statistical significance of the improvements in the segmen-
tation results with the inclusion of MRF-based smoothness term. Wilcoxon signed-rank
test (described in chapter 2.4) is used for this purpose. We performed this test on DSM
statistics, for each pair of methods (i.e., without and with the inclusion of MRF-based
smoothness term), with the alternative hypothesis being: “Segmentation results with
the inclusion of MRF-based smoothness term are statistically better (greater) than the
original methods that do not use this term.” From these experiments, it is found (at
0.05 significance level) that for MV, GWV and LWV methods, the improvements in the
segmentation results due to the inclusion of MRF-based smoothness term are statistically
significant compared to their counterparts that do not use such MRF-based smoothness
term. Thus, these statistical tests also supported the observations from the previous box
plots of DSM that, MRF-based smoothness term could improve the segmentation results
for MV, GWV and LWV methods.
We now present the evaluation of effects of varying number of atlases on various
fusion methods. Figure 4.9 shows, in one of the axial slices of a patient’s image, segmen-
tation results for varying number of atlases obtained from LWV+MRF method. It can
be noted from this figure that the segmentation results in this slice are quite stable for
N ≥ 7. Instead of presenting qualitative results for each method, we directly present
the quantitative results for all the methods as that would make the task of comparison
across multiple fusion methods easier.
Figure 4.10 shows box plots of average DSM values obtained from different fusion
methods, for varying number of atlases; these average DSM values are computed
across all lymph nodes; box plots of methods ‘with’ and ‘without’ MRF-based term are
shown side-by-side in the same sub-figure in different colors; all sub-figures are plotted
with the same range along the Y-axis so that results across multiple fusion methods
can be visually compared. Figure 4.11 shows mean values of DSM for different atlas
fusion methods, and for varying number of atlases. The following observations can be
made from these figures. Local weighting based methods (i.e., LWV+MRF and LWV)
performed consistently better than the rest of the methods. With the increasing number
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Figure 4.6: Box plots of Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) for the H&N lymph nodes: IB-Left,
IB-Right, IIA-Left, IIA-Right, IIB-Left, IIB-Right. These statistics are obtained by the
fusion of segmentation results from 12 atlases using different methods. In the above
figures, methods using MRF-based smoothness term are denoted with an apostrophe at
the end of the method name.
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Figure 4.7: Box plots of Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) for the H&N lymph nodes: III-
Left, III-Right, IV-Left, IV-Right and average DSM value computed over all structures.
These statistics are obtained by the fusion of segmentation results from 12 atlases using
different methods. In the above figures, methods using MRF-based smoothness term
are denoted with an apostrophe at the end of the method name.
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Figure 4.8: Box plots of number of connected regions per lymph node. These statistics
are computed over all the 10 lymph nodes, across all the patients, and while merging
results from 12 atlases. In the above figure, methods using MRF-based smoothness term
are denoted with an apostrophe at the end of the method name.
(a) Gold stand. (b) N = 2 (c) N = 3 (d) N = 4 (e) N = 5 (f) N = 6
(g) N = 7 (h) N = 8 (i) N = 9 (j) N = 10 (k) N = 11 (l) N = 12
Figure 4.9: Screen shots of H&N lymph nodes segmentations in the axial orientation,
from LWV+MRF method, with varying number of atlases.
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Figure 4.10: Box plots of the average dice similarity metric (DSM) obtained from differ-
ent fusion methods, for varying number of atlases. Results from methods ‘with’ and
‘without’ MRF-based term are shown in the same sub-figure. All sub-figures are plotted
with the same range along the Y-axis so that the results across different methods can
also be compared visually.
of atlases, the accuracy of segmentation results from those methods that do not take
into account any similarity information between the atlas and the target images seem to
either fluctuate in a relatively unpredictable manner, or declining. Among all methods,
for N > 4, the best results are obtained from LWV+MRF; on the other hand, for N > 4,
the results from STAPLE are the poorest among all the methods, and is followed by SBA.
Finally, figure 4.12 shows mean values of “number of connected regions per label”
obtained from different fusion methods, and for varying number of atlases. As men-
tioned earlier, ideally, a single contiguous region is expected in the output segmentations
of each lymph node. In this figure, we did not show the plots for methods that include
MRF-based smoothness term since they almost resulted in a single contiguous region
per each label irrespective of the number of atlases. Notice from this figure that, the
relative trends of the fusion methods in terms of “number of connected regions per
label” remained consistent with varying number of atlases. LWV resulted in the high-
est number of disconnected regions, and is followed by GWV, MV, STAPLE and SBA
respectively. As we can see, SBA resulted in very few isolated regions per label even
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Figure 4.11: Mean values of dice similarity metric (DSM) for different atlas fusion
methods, for varying number of atlases.
without the inclusion of any smoothness term.
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Figure 4.12: Mean values of “number of connected regions per label” for different atlas
fusion methods, for varying number of atlases. The plots corresponding to MRF-based
methods are not included in this figure since all those methods resulted in a mean value
of one, irrespective of the number of atlases.
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4.4 Discussion and Conclusions
From the methodological perspective, the main contribution of this chapter is a new MRF-
based framework that can simultaneously perform both fusion and edge-preserving
smoothing of multiple labels. From the clinical application perspective, the main con-
tribution of this chapter is a comprehensive evaluation of various fusion methods for
H&N lymph nodes segmentation in 3D CT images.
We have noticed that the MRF-based minimum energy formulation of fusion meth-
ods presented in this chapter has some parallels with the probabilistic framework
presented in [38]. One of the main differences compared to the probabilistic framework
of [38] is that, unlike our MRF-based framework, it does not include any edge-preserving
smoothness term. It would be interesting to further derive an equivalent probabilistic
framework for our MRF-based minimum energy formulation.
The evaluations are performed on different fusion methods, both ‘with’ and ‘without’
the inclusion of the proposed MRF-based term. In terms of the overlap measure (DSM),
among all the fusion methods, local weighted voting (LWV) combined with the edge-
preserving term (denoted as LWV+MRF) provided the best segmentation results. It
is then followed by LWV, global weighted voting with MRF (i.e., GWV+MRF), GWV,
majority voting with MRF (i.e., MV+MRF), MV, shape based averaging (SBA), and
STAPLE respectively.
We have also studied the effects of varying the number of atlases on different fusion
methods. It is found that, with the increasing number of atlases, for the fusion methods
that do not take into account any similarity information between the atlas and the
target images (i.e., MV, SBA and STAPLE), the accuracy of segmentation results seems
to be fluctuating in a relatively unpredictable manner. On the other hand, for the
fusion methods that consider such similarity information (i.e., GWV and LWV), the
improvements in the segmentation results with the increasing number of atlases are
found to be either increasing or at least stable.
In addition to the overlap measure, the segmentation results obtained from various
fusion methods are also evaluated based on the criteria: “how contiguous are the
output segmentations without the presence of any unwanted holes and islands?” In
this perspective, SBA produced contiguous regions even without the incorporation of
any smoothness term. Notice that, unlike voting-based methods, SBA method is based
on the distances from each voxel to the contours of each label, and thereby implicitly
including the neighborhood information of voxels. The evaluation confirmed that
such implicit neighborhood information is generally sufficient enough to impose the
regularity constraint on labels. On the other hand, for the voting-based method, the
MRF-based smoothness term is found to be quite useful in obtaining contiguous as well
as more accurate segmentations.
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In the next chapter, we reformulate the SBA method using a logistic function-based
transformation in order to fit it into our MRF-based fusion framework. We then propose
two new fusion methods that extend the SBA method by additionally incorporating the
similarity information between the atlas and target images.
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Methods
In this chapter, we propose two new fusion methods: “Global Weighted Shape Based
Averaging” (GWSBA) and “Local Weighted Shape Based Averaging” (LWSBA). These
methods extend the well known Shape Based Averaging (SBA) by additionally incorpo-
rating the similarity information between the atlas and the target image to be segmented.
In order to fit these methods into our MRF-based fusion framework, we first reformulate
the existing SBA method into an equivalent minimization problem, using a logistic
function-based transformation. We then propose two new SBA-based methods that
additionally incorporate global and local similarity information.
5.1 Introduction
The details of the existing relevant fusion methods are already presented in chapter 2.2.
Since the main focus of this chapter is on the “Shape Based Averaging” (SBA) method,
we briefly restate here the details of the SBA method. SBA, when compared to the rest
of the methods, looks at the fusion problem from a different perspective. Just to give an
intuitive interpretation, SBA first computes in all the transformed atlases, how “deep”
(inside), or how “faraway” (outside) a given pixel is from the contours of each possible
label; this is tracked with the help of “signed Euclidean distance” (SED) measure; it then
selects for each pixel a label that has the least resultant SED at that pixel when summed
up over all atlases.
We now present the main observations that led us to propose these new methods.
First, it is shown in recent works [116, 117] that for certain applications, SBA performs
better than some of the widely used methods like “Majority Voting” (MV) and STAPLE;
hence, it is worth investigating the possibilities to further improve SBA. Second, notice
the parallels between the developments that took place in voting-based fusion methods
(i.e., starting from MV, to “Global Weighted Voting” (GWV), and to “Local Weighted
Voting”(LWV)) versus SBA: SBA has limitations similar to MV in the sense that, both
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methods do not benefit from the information regarding how similar the atlas and
the target image are; however, unlike GWV and LWV, no such extensions to SBA are
proposed in the literature for incorporating the similarity information. The methods
proposed in this chapter are indeed inspired from both these observations.
Before presenting the new fusion methods, as a first step, we reformulate the SBA
method in order to fit it into our MRF-based fusion framework.
5.2 Reformulation of SBA
In the preceding chapter, we have shown how MV, GWV and LWV can be reformulated
to fit into the data term of the MRF-based framework proposed in equation (4.1). Since
the original formulation of SBA [41] can result in negative values as well, it cannot be
directly used in the above framework. In order to deal with this problem, we have
actually proposed in [46] an approach based on shifting and thresholding the signed
distance values. However, we noticed that such approach is not very elegant since it
requires additionally, careful selection of the threshold value, and it is also not an exact
equivalent to the original SBA formulation. We now present a new logistic function-
based approach that results in not only an exact equivalent to original SBA formulation,
but also transforms the distances to nonnegative values.
Let N be the number of atlases. Let V be the number of voxels in the target image.
Let Yp denote the label assigned to the pth voxel in the output image. Let Y be the set
containing labels assigned to each voxel in the output image, i.e., Y = {Y1, · · ·YV}. Let
X j represent the jth input labeled image. Let ujp(l) represent the SED at pth voxel, in
X j, for label l. In the original formulation of SBA [41], for each voxel p, it assigns inde-
pendently, that label which results in the minimum value of the following summation.
Yp = arg min
l
1
N
N
∑
j=1
ujp(l). (5.1)
The above equation can also be written as a minimization problem of the following data
term.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
ujp(l). (5.2)
However, as mentioned earlier, ujp can take any real value, and the goal here is to apply
a transformation that maps these values to nonnegative values while retaining all the
desired properties. Our following approach is primarily inspired by the work of [118]
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where they use Logarithm Odds maps, in a different context, for shape representation 1.
The standard logistic function P(.) that maps a variable ujp ∈ R to tjp ∈ (0, 1) is given by:
tjp(l) = P(u
j
p(l)) ,
1
1+ exp(−ujp(l))
. (5.3)
Notice that the above logistic function maps negative SEDs to the range (0, 0.5), zero SED
(i.e., voxels on the contours of the same label) to 0.5, and positive SEDs to (0.5, 1). It is
easy to derive the following two properties of the logistic function-based transformation
which we use in our reformulation. First, addition of SEDs is equivalent to the following
operation in the logistic transformation space:
N
∑
j=1
ujp(l)↔
N
∏
j=1
tjp(l)
N
∏
j=1
tjp(l) +
N
∏
j=1
(
1− tjp(l)
) . (5.4)
Second, multiplication by a scalar (α) in the SED space is equivalent to the following
operation in the logistic transformation space, which we will denote as α ⊗ tjp for the
notational convenience:
α ujp(l)↔ α⊗ tjp(l) ,
(
tjp(l)
)α
(
tjp(l)
)α
+
(
1− tjp(l)
)α . (5.5)
Finally, using the property in equation (5.4), the original SBA minimization problem
in equation (2.6) can be equivalently reformulated as the following data term of equa-
tion (4.1).
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1

N
∏
j=1
tjp(l)
N
∏
j=1
tjp(l) +
N
∏
j=1
(
1− tjp(l)
)
 . (5.6)
5.3 New Fusion Methods
5.3.1 Global Weighted Shape Based Averaging
As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, SBA, similar to MV, does not take into
account any similarity information of the atlases to the target image. Our goal here is,
1We would like to thank Dr. Bennett Landman (Assistant Professor in the Electrical Engineering
Department of Vanderbilt University) for mentioning us about this reference paper.
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similar to GWV, to scale the contributions coming from various atlases in accordance
to their global similarity to the target image. As we introduce the global similarity-
based weighting into SBA, we call this new method as “Global Weighted Shape Based
Averging” (GWSBA). This results in the following minimum energy formulation.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
wˆj ujp(l), (5.7)
where wˆj is the normalized global weight assigned to the jth atlas. This equation can be
reformulated using the properties mentioned in equation (5.4) and equation (5.5), and it
consequently results in the following minimization equation.
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1

N
∏
j=1
wˆj ⊗ tjp(l)
N
∏
j=1
wˆj ⊗ tjp(l) +
N
∏
j=1
wˆj ⊗ (1− tjp(l))
 . (5.8)
The global weights assigned to each atlas (i.e., wj) are computed similar to GWV (as
described in chapter 2.2.2). Thus, when mean square difference (MSD) of intensities
between the transformed atlas and the target image is used as the similarity metric, wj is
given by
wj =
1
∑Vp=1
(
I jp − ITp
)2
+ e
. (5.9)
Finally, the normalization of global weights assigned to each atlas is also performed
similar to GWV (as in equation 4.6), and is given by
wˆj =
wj
max (w1, · · · , wN) . (5.10)
5.3.2 Local Weighted Shape Based Averaging
Notice that GWSBA assigns a single global weight for each atlas as a measure of the
similarity. However, although two images may differ significantly in some particular
regions, it is possible that they may be very similar in some other regions, and “Local
Weighted Shape Based Averaging” (LWSBA) is indeed based on this observation. Instead
of assigning a single similarity measure for the entire image (like in GWSBA), LWSBA
computes similarity measure locally for each voxel, within a specified neighborhood. So,
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the minimum energy formulation is given by
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1
N
∑
j=1
wˆjp u
j
p(l), (5.11)
where wˆjp is the normalized global weight assigned to the jth atlas at the pth voxel. Please
note that, except in the computation of weight, LWSBA is similar to GWSBA, and thus,
the final formulation of LWSBA is as follows:
Edata(Y) =
1
N
V
∑
p=1

N
∏
j=1
wˆjp ⊗ tjp(l)
N
∏
j=1
wˆjp ⊗ tjp(l) +
N
∏
j=1
wˆjp ⊗ (1− tjp(l))
 . (5.12)
The local weights assigned for each voxel in each atlas (i.e., wjp) are computed similar
to LWV (as described in chapter 2.2.3). Thus, when mean square difference (MSD) of
intensities between the transformed atlas and the target image is used as the similarity
metric, wjp is given by
wjp =
1
∑∀q∈ℵp
(
I jq − ITq
)2
+ e
. (5.13)
Finally, the normalization of local weights assigned is also performed similar to LWV
(as in equation 4.9), and is given by
wˆjp =
wjp
max
(
w1p, · · · , wNp
) . (5.14)
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5.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, first, we have reformulated the existing shape based averaging (SBA)
method using a logistic function-based transformation in order to fit it into our MRF-
based fusion framework. Then, we have proposed two new label fusion methods (named
- GWSBA and LWSBA) that extend the existing shape based averaging by additionally
including similarity information between the atlas and the target images.
We have noticed that in a very recent work [119], a geodesic extension of SBA is
proposed in the context of DTI tractography that includes a similarity measure into
SBA. However, the goals and formulations of their work are different from our current
work. Further, unlike the formulation proposed by [119], our formulation also facilitates
inclusion of more prior knowledge into these fusion methods, and this is presented in
detail in the next chapter.
The new fusion methods proposed in this chapter will be evaluated in the next
chapter; the results obtained from these methods will be compared with the results from
the existing SBA method in the context of head & neck lymph nodes segmentation.
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Atlas Fusion
In this chapter, we propose a new neighborhood prior model that incorporates spatially-
varying similarity-weighted neighborhood prior information for each possible label
pair combination. This neighborhood prior model is integrated with our MRF-based
fusion framework; hence, this model can be combined with any of the existing fusion
methods that are reformulated in the preceding chapters to fit into our MRF-based
fusion framework, and also with the newly proposed SBA-based fusion methods (i.e.,
with GWSBA and LWSBA methods). Finally, we present an evaluation of SBA, GWSBA
and LWSBA methods, both ‘with’ and ‘without’ using the neighborhood priors, in the
context of head and neck (H&N) lymph nodes segmentation.
6.1 Introduction
The very goal of atlas-based segmentation is to exploit the prior knowledge coming
from a similar reference image (i.e., the atlas) regarding the structures of interest to be
segmented. It is a proven fact in practice that the segmentations obtained by merging
results from multiple atlases are more robust and accurate than the single atlas-based
segmentation results. However, notice that certain prior information (or desirable
properties) that the structures of interest possess in the segmentations obtained from
individual atlases could be lost during the process of merging segmentations from
multiple atlases. For example, we have identified and addressed one such problem
in chapter 4, that, although the segmentations obtained from each individual atlas are
contiguous, the merged segmentations could be fragmented with unwanted holes and
islands. Thus, we realize that in addition to incorporating maximum possible prior
knowledge into the atlas-based segmentation procedure, it is also equally important, if
not more, to retain and incorporate more prior knowledge into the fusion procedure as
well.
We notice that, from all the transformed atlases and their respective output seg-
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mentations, we can indeed extract certain prior information regarding the probable
neighborhood labels at each voxel location, and for each possible label pair. However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of the existing fusion methods benefit from this
potentially useful information regarding the probable label-pair combinations at each
voxel.
The objective of this chapter is therefore to first propose a model that can incor-
porate such neighborhood labels information, then to integrate that model with the
existing fusion methods, and finally, to evaluate it in the context of H&N lymph nodes
segmentation application.
6.2 New Neighborhood Prior Model
Let ℵp be the set of all voxels in the predefined neighborhood of the pth voxel. Let |ℵp|
represent the cardinality of ℵp. Let δ(.) be the standard Kronecker delta function. Let X jp
represent the label assigned to the pth voxel in the jth transformed atlas. Similarly, let wˆjp
represent the normalized local weight assigned to the pth voxel in the jth transformed
atlas. Let Y be the set containing labels assigned to each voxel in the output image, i.e.,
Y = {Y1, · · ·YV}. The Eprior term that we propose in this thesis is as follows.
Eprior(Y) =
V
∑
p=1
∑
∀q∈ℵp
q 6=p
1
|ℵp| ζ(p, q, Yp, Yq), (6.1)
where
ζ(p, q, Yp, Yq) =

∞, if
N
∑
j=1
δ(X jp, Yp) = 0,
1−

N
∑
j=1
wˆjp δ(X
j
p , Yp) δ(X
j
q , Yq)
N
∑
j=1
wˆjp δ(X
j
p , Yp)
 , otherwise. (6.2)
We now present an intuitive interpretation of the above formulation.
• The first case of the neighborhood prior function ζ(.) in the above equation implies
that, if a label Yp never occured at the pth voxel in any of the N transformed atlases
(i.e., for a given p value, when δ(X jp, Yp) = 0 for all values of j), then we set the
value of ζ(.) to ∞. In other words, we are first imposing the constraint that, in
order to assign a label under consideration to the pth output voxel, that particular
label should have occurred at least in one of the N transformed atlases at that
voxel location.
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• Regarding the second case of equation (6.2), notice that, if we ignore the similarity
weights (i.e., wˆjp) for a moment, the summation in the denominator of this equation
computes the number of times the label Yp occurred at the pth voxel, among all
the N transformed atlases; in the same way, the summation in the numerator
computes the number of times Yq occurred at X
j
q when Yp occurred at X
j
p; wˆ
j
p is
introduced to simply scale the contributions coming from individual atlases based
on their respective local similarities to the target image. Finally, notice that the
value of the ratio of the summations in this equation is always in the range [0, 1],
and it’s value is maximum when the output label pair (Yp, Yq) to be assigned
coincides with the label pair that occurred the most among the transformed atlases,
at (p, q) voxels; hence, this ratio is subtracted from 1 in order to transform it into
an equivalent minimization problem so that this term can be later integrated with
our MRF-based fusion framework.
The normalized similarity weights (i.e., wˆjp) in equation (6.2) are computed similar to
the weights in “Local Weighted voting” (LWV) method, as we described in chapter 4.2.3,
and we repeat those equations here for convenience.
wˆjp =
wjp
max
(
w1p, · · · , wNp
) , (6.3)
where
wjp =
1
∑
∀q∈ℵp
(
I jq − ITq
)2
+ e
. (6.4)
As mentioned earlier, our objective is to integrate this neighborhood prior model
with our MRF-based fusion framework (proposed in chapter 4) so that, the existing
fusion methods could benefit from this additional prior information as well. For this
purpose, we propose to modify the general energy minimization problem presented in
equation (4.1) as follows.
Y∗ = arg min
Y
{
Edata(Y) + λ Esmooth(Y) + β Eprior(Y)
}
, (6.5)
where Eprior(Y) is given by equation (6.1) and β is a nonnegative weighting parameter
for the neighborhood prior term.
Please note that, Edata(Y) is a unary term whereas Esmooth(Y) and Eprior(Y) are
pairwise terms. Hence, while solving this energy minimization problem using graph
cuts [49, 105, 106], Edata(Y) contributes to the weights of the data-links of the graph
whereas (λ Esmooth(Y) + β Eprior(Y)) contributes to the neighborhood-links of the graph.
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(a) SBA (b) SBA+MRF (c) GWSBA (d) GWSBA+MRF
(e) LWSBA (f) LWSBA+MRF (g) Ground Truth
Figure 6.1: H&N lymph nodes segmentations obtained from different fusion methods
and the corresponding ground truth are shown in an axial slice, for one of the target
images.
Finally, in order to have a relatively easy interpretation of the weighting parameters
to be set, we rewrite the equation (6.5) as follows.
Y∗ = arg min
Y
{
Edata(Y) + β
(
Eprior(Y) + ξ Esmooth(Y)
)}
, (6.6)
where ξ = λβ . The above equation can be interpreted as follows. Edata(Y) is a unary
term representing any of the fusion methods.
(
Eprior(Y) + ξ Esmooth(Y)
)
is a pairwise
term that is newly introduced in this thesis. β represents the weight assigned to this
pairwise term as a whole. ξ can be interpreted as a parameter that determines the
relative weight given to the neighborhood prior term (i.e., Eprior(Y)) when compared to
the edge-preserving smoothness term (i.e., Esmooth(Y)). For example, setting ξ value to
0.4 can be interpreted as, if the weight given to the neighborhood prior term is treated
as 100%, the relative weight given to the smoothness term is 40%. We hereafter refer to
and use equation (6.6) instead of equation (6.5) because of the ease of interpretation it
offers regarding the weighting parameters.
6.3 Evaluation
The purpose of the evaluations presented in this section is twofold. First, we evaluate
the two new SBA-based methods (viz, GWSBA and LWSBA) that we have proposed in
the preceding chapter by comparing the segmentation results obtained from them with
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(a) SBA (b) SBA+MRF (c) GWSBA (d) GWSBA+MRF
(e) LWSBA (f) LWSBA+MRF (g) Ground Truth
Figure 6.2: H&N lymph node volumes obtained from different fusion methods and the
corresponding ground truth volumes are presented for one of the target images.
Table 6.1: Mean and standard deviations of Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) values (in %)
for each lymph node. Average values of DSM computed across all the 4 lymph nodes,
obtained from each method are also presented.
Method
DSM values in % (mean±std)
IIA-Left IIA-Right IIB-Left IIB-Right Average
SBA 56.19±11.97 62.74±7.76 40.58±11.42 52.39±12.34 55.06±9.26
SBA’ 63.13±11.95 68.85±3.65 60.39±16.21 64.42±14.34 66.09±6.52
GWSBA 59.66±9.56 65.60±6.09 46.48±10.28 57.90±12.15 59.43±7.97
GWSBA’ 64.81±10.31 68.71±3.61 60.12±18.47 64.23±14.65 66.50±6.33
LWSBA 63.27±9.01 67.10±6.11 50.96±9.36 60.22±11.60 62.18±7.30
LWSBA’ 63.98±11.30 68.60±3.59 60.04±18.59 64.21±14.52 66.24±6.53
the results from the existing SBA method. Second, we evaluate the effects of using the
pairwise terms proposed in this thesis with SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA methods.
The evaluations are performed in the context of segmentation of lymph nodes in
the 3D Head and Neck (H&N) CT images. We consider 4 important lymph nodes for
automated segmentation: (i) IIA-Left, (ii) IIA-Right, (iii) IIB-Left and (iv) IIB-Right. The
current dataset contains 12 atlas images and 8 patients’ images to be segmented, with
a typical resolution is 1.5mm×1.5mm×3mm in X, Y and Z directions respectively. An
expert oncologist has manually delineated lymph nodes on all the images, and those
manual delineations are considered as the ground truth segmentations.
Regarding the registration, all the 12 atlases are registered to each patient to be seg-
mented. An initial affine registration is performed followed by a two-level hierarchical
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Figure 6.3: Box plots of Dice Similarity Metric (DSM) for the H&N lymph nodes: IIA-Left,
IIA-Right, IIB-Left, IIB-Right are presented in the first and second rows. Box plots of
average DSM computed across all the four lymph nodes are presented in the last row.
Methods using additional neighborhood prior term and smoothness term are suffixed
with an apostrophe.
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nonrigid registration. In the first level, region-based registration forces are used, and it is
then followed by a pixel-based registration. The registration procedure and parameters
values for registration are exactly same as those presented in chapter 4.3.
SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA methods are evaluated both ‘with’ and ‘without’ the
smoothness and neighborhood prior terms (i.e., respectively with β 6= 0 and β = 0 in
equation (6.6)); methods with Eprior and Esmooth terms are denoted either with a suffix
“+MRF”, or an apostrophe (’) added to their names. When using the MRF-based pairwise
terms, β, ξ and ℵp values are empirically set to 3.0, 0.4 and to the standard 3D grid of
6 neighbors respectively. As mentioned before, setting ξ value to 0.4 means: to give
for the Eprior term, 40% of the relative weight assigned to the Eprior term. These values
are selected based on visual inspection of the results, and are not optimized further;
such empirical selection is however sufficient enough for the current context. Finally,
the normalized similarities between each transformed atlas and the target image are
computed based on the mean square difference (MSD) of intensities using equation (6.3)
and equation (6.4).
Figure 6.1 shows, for one of the target images, in one of the axial slices, the results
obtained by merging segmentations from all 12 atlases using different fusion methods,
and the ground truth segmentations. Similarly, figure 6.2 shows, for the same target
image, the lymph node volumes constructed from different fusion methods, and from
the ground truth segmentations. The quantitative evaluation is performed over the
entire data set, using “Dice Similarity Metric” (DSM) described in chapter 2.4. Figure 6.3
presents box plots of DSM for each lymph node structure, and also the box plots of
average DSM computed across all the four lymph nodes. Finally, table 6.1 presents the
corresponding mean and standard deviation values of DSM (in %) for each lymph node.
It can be noted from the above results that the proposed GWSBA and LWSBA
methods have resulted in more accurate segmentations than the existing SBA. We can
also notice that the inclusion of MRF-based pairwise terms have significantly improved
the results when compared to their counterparts that do not use such information.
Another interesting observation from these results is that, while there is a significant
difference among SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA in terms of segmentation accuracy, all these
methods resulted in similar accuracy with the inclusion of the proposed pairwise terms.
We further evaluated the statistical significance of improvements using Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests, performed on the segmentation results of 4 lymph nodes, in 8 images,
and from 6 methods. It is found that the improvements in DSM from SBA to SBA+MRF
are statistically significant with a p-value of 1.6e-5; the improvements from GWSBA to
GWSBA+MRF are significant with a p-value of 2.8e-4; the improvements from LWSBA
to LWSBA+MRF are significant with a p-value of 0.0047; the improvements from SBA to
GWSBA are significant with a p-value of 2.3e-09; finally, the improvements from SBA to
LWSBA are also statistically significant with a p-value of 3.2e-08.
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6.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a new neighborhood prior term that models spatially,
neighborhood information for each possible label pair combinations. The proposed
model also takes into account the local similarities between each atlas and target images.
This model is integrated with our MRF-based fusion framework so that it can be used
together with any of the fusion methods like MV, GWV, LWV, SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA.
The evaluations in this chapter are performed in the context head and neck lymph
nodes segmentation, with two specific objectives in mind; first, for the two new SBA-
based methods proposed in the preceding chapter (viz, GWSBA and LWSBA), we
wanted to evaluate the improvements in accuracy when compared to the original SBA
method; second, we wanted to simultaneously investigate the effects of incorporating
the neighborhood prior term proposed in this chapter with SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA
methods.
With regard to the first objective, it is found that the two newly proposed SBA-
based fusion methods have significantly improved the accuracy of the lymph nodes
segmentations when compared to the original SBA method. For instance, for the SBA
method, the mean value of the average DSM computed across all the 4 lymph nodes
is around 55% whereas for the GWSBA and LWSBA methods, the mean DSM values
are around 59% and 62% respectively. The relative performance of these three methods
across all the four lymph nodes is consistent; among the three methods, LWSBA provided
the best segmentation results, and it is followed by GWSBA and SBA respectively.
With regard to the second objective, it is found that the inclusion of the proposed
pairwise term has significantly improved the accuracy of the lymph nodes segmenta-
tions when compared to their respective counterparts that do not use any such prior
information. For instance, for the SBA method, with the inclusion of this additional term,
the average DSM value has increased from around 55% to 66%; similarly, for the GWSBA
method, the average DSM has increased from 59% to 67%, and for LWSBA method,
DSM has increased from 62% to 66%. Hence, for all the three methods, across all the
four lymph nodes, the inclusion of the proposed pairwise term has always resulted in
improving the segmentation accuracy. Another interesting observation is that, although
there is a significant difference in segmentation accuracy among SBA, GWSBA and
LWSBA, with the inclusion of the proposed pairwise terms, all these three methods
resulted in similar accuracies.
Finally, in the future work, we would like to extend this evaluation to MV, GWV
and LWV methods combined with the proposed neighborhood prior term. We would
like to also study the effects of varying the weighting parameters on the final output
segmentations obtained from each fusion method.
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Conclusions
The primary objective of this thesis is to develop new methodologies that are aimed
towards improving the accuracy of the atlas-based segmentations, and to evaluate them
in clinically important challenging applications like segmentation of lymph nodes in the
head and neck CT images.
To fulfil the above objective, we focussed on two crucial aspects of atlas-based
segmentation that can have a significant impact on the final output segmentations; the
first aspect that we considered is the registration method to be used for computing
the point-by-point mapping between the atlas (i.e., the reference image) and the target
image to be segmented; the second aspect is the fusion methodologies used for merging
the segmentation results obtained from multiple individual atlases. While chapter 3
presents our contributions regarding the registration methods, chapter 4, chapter 5 and
chapter 6 present our contributions regarding fusion methods.
In chapter 3, we presented a new variational framework that generalizes and com-
bines some of the existing state-of-the-art registration methods. In particular, it combines
the registration forces coming from the region-based active contour (AC) framework
and the pixel-based optical flow framework. A new label function that can distinguish
any number of regions with just a single function is also presented. Another advantage
of our framework is that it facilitates selecting specific structures and/or registration
forces for driving the registration process. The first set of evaluations confirmed the ad-
vantage of combining multiple registration forces, which became possible because of the
proposed framework. In the second set of experiments, we compared the segmentation
results obtained from our registration method with two other state-of-the-art methods,
and these evaluations clearly demonstrated the potential of our framework.
In chapter 4, we addressed one of the main issues that is encountered by most of the
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existing fusion methods: although the segmentations obtained from each individual
atlas are contiguous, the merged segmentations could be fragmented with unwanted
holes and islands. In order to deal with this problem, we proposed a general MRF-
based framework that performs simultaneously, edge-preserving smoothing and fusion
of multiple labels. We then reformulated many existing fusion methods so that they
can benefit from this framework. It is found that the proposed MRF-based approach
succeeded in generating contiguous as well as more accurate automated segmentations.
In chapter 5, we further reformulated one more widely used fusion method, called
“shape based averaging” (SBA) method. The reformulation is done using a logistic
function-based transformation. We then proposed two new SBA-based fusion methods
(called GWSBA and LWSBA) that additionally incorporate the similarity information
between each atlas and the target images into the existing SBA method. These two
new methods are also fitted into our MRF-based framework. The evaluation of these
methods is later performed in the next chapter; GWSBA and LWSBA methods are found
to improve the accuracy significantly when compared to the original SBA method.
In chapter 6, we proposed a new prior term that spatially models the neighbor-
hood prior information for each possible label pair combination. This prior term also
takes into account the local similarities between each atlas and the target image. This
spatially-varying similarity-weighted neighborhood prior term is then integrated with
our previously proposed MRF-based fusion framework. We investigated the impact of
this neighborhood prior model on SBA, GWSBA, and LWSBA methods; it is found that
the neighborhood prior term has improved the segmentation results significantly when
compared to their respective counterpart fusion methods that do not include any such
information.
Finally, we would like to summarize here the results obtained in the specific context
of head and neck (H&N) lymph nodes segmentation application. We performed detailed
evaluations for analyzing the impact of simultaneously performing both fusion and
edge-preserving smoothing using our MRF-based fusion framework. In this evaluation,
we considered majority voting (MV), global weighted voting (GWV), local weighted
voting (LWV), SBA and STAPLE methods. Among all these methods, the best segmen-
tation results are obtained from the LWV method that was additionally incorporating
the proposed MRF-based smoothness term. We later compared the lymph nodes seg-
mentations obtained from the proposed GWSBA and LWSBA methods with the existing
SBA method. Among these three methods, LWSBA provided the best segmentation
results, and is followed by GWSBA and SBA respectively. Incorporation of the proposed
neighborhood prior term has further improved the accuracy of these three methods
significantly.
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We now present some possible directions of the future research that we have identified.
We group them here into two categories: one from the general view point, and the other
in the specific context of the H&N lymph nodes segmentation application.
Possible Future Work in General:
1. The approach that we currently follow for the deformation field computation is simi-
lar to the “additive demons iterations scheme” of Thirion’s approach [16]. They are
similar in terms of the way the deformation field is updated, and the type of iterative
scheme. While such approach is good enough for small deformation framework, it
may not be an accurate method in case of large deformations. In the framework of
registration containing large deformations, diffeomorphisms are powerful and math-
ematically elegant transformations that ensure a one-to-one smooth and continuous
mapping with nonsingular Jacobian determinant; they guarantee both invertibil-
ity and preservation of topology. A diffeomorphic model has been proposed in
recent years for the Demons algorithms [17]. We could also probably adapt a similar
approach to our framework to deal with large deformations.
2. In this thesis, many fusion methods are formulated directly as energy minimization
problems. Such a direct formulation instead of beginning with a probabilistic formula-
tion is indeed not an uncommon practice in many computer vision problems [105]. It
will be however interesting, at least from the theoretical perspective, to also formulate
them as equivalent maximum a posteriori estimations of MRF, and analyze their
properties.
3. The MRF-based fusion framework proposed in this thesis is currently developed for
a regular 3D grid. In the future work, we would like to make an extension of our
current fusion framework to a more general graph structure so that it could then cater
to even more diverse applications.
4. In the current work, while computing the neighborhood prior terms and smoothness
terms, we considered the voxels present on the standard 3D grid of 6 neighbors. It
will be interesting to explore other possibilities as well, for instance, considering the
voxels in the normal directions since it is in this direction the changes in labeling are
more likely to occur.
5. The weighting parameters for the smoothness term and the neighborhood prior term
in chapter 6 are empirically set, based on the visual inspection of the results, and they
are not optimized anymore. It will be handy to establish some automated criteria for
fine tuning these parameters. We would like to also study the effects of varying these
weights on different fusion methods.
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6. We would like to also extend our fusion framework to other important applications
like, automated parcellation of human cerebral cortex [120]. This requires, as a first
step, extending our MRF-based fusion framework from a regular 3D grid to even
more general graph structure.
7. There are indeed many tasks that can be parallelized both in the registration algorithm
and in the fusion algorithms. In order to be able to use these algorithms in real time
even when using multiple registration forces and high resolution images, GPU-based
implementation of these algorithms will be quite useful.
Possible Future Work in H&N Lymph Nodes Segmentation:
1. In our current data set, manual delineations made by a single expert at one time are
treated as the gold standard. Thus, these manual segmentations do not take into
account either inter-rater or intra-rater variability. The ground truth segmentations
will be more reliable and accurate if the manual delineations made by multiple
experts, and by the same expert at different times are merged together and those
resultant segmentations are considered as the ground truth. This could even improve
the accuracy of the automated segmentations.
2. The current data set contains 12 atlases. The bigger the data set, the larger will be the
variability in the anatomies that it can cover. Especially for applications like H&N
lymph nodes segmentation, one can expect large anatomical variabilities among
different patients. Hence, having a bigger data set could result in generating more
reliable and accurate segmentations.
3. We evaluated the automated segmentations using various statistical and geometrical
metrics. However, one important metric that is still missing in our evaluations is the
average time taken by a doctor to make the final corrections on the results obtained
from each fusion method. This is an important metric that has to be included in the
future evaluations since the ultimate purpose of using any automated method is to
reduce the time that a doctor has to spend in making the corrections.
4. In this thesis, we evaluated the effects of incorporating the proposed neighborhood
term with SBA, GWSBA and LWSBA methods. In the future work, we want to extend
this evaluation to MV, GWV and LWV methods also.
5. Since the very definition of lymph node structures is based on certain visible and well
defined landmarks in the CT images, in practice, it could be a good idea to introduce
one more layer of registration which is primarily driven by a set of landmarks marked
by an expert oncologist on every atlas and the target image. While considering these
landmarks, only those landmarks that can be quickly identified, and are consistently
present in all images should be chosen for this purpose.
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6. In the region-based registration process, we used four important structures that
have distinct boundaries and can impact the position of the lymph nodes; they are -
external contour, mandible, vertebrae and trachea. Identifying and including more
such relevant structures could probably improve the accuracy further.
7. Finally, in the current registration for lymph nodes segmentation, we used region-
based and pixel-based forces. We could further explore incorporating more registra-
tion forces like statistical features [18–20] and geometrical features [21, 22].
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A Comparison of Minimization
Methods for Brain Segmentation
This chapter presents 3D brain tissue classification schemes using three recent promising
energy minimization methods for Markov random fields: graph cuts, loopy belief
propagation and tree-reweighted message passing. The classification is performed
using the well known finite Gaussian mixture Markov Random Field model. Results
from the above methods are compared with widely used iterative conditional modes
algorithm. The evaluation is performed on a data set containing simulated T1-weighted
MR brain volumes with varying noise and intensity non-uniformities. The comparisons
are performed in terms of energies as well as based on ground truth segmentations,
using various quantitative metrics.
A.1 Introduction
Recent developments in energy minimization methods for Markov random fields (MRF)
have resulted in faster and efficient global (or strong local) minimization algorithms [105].
Graph cuts (GC) [106–108], loopy belief propagation (LBP) [109,110] and tree reweighted
message passing (TRW) [111, 112] are among such most notable algorithms. The ap-
plications of these algorithms are spread over a wide variety of early vision problems.
Szeliski et al. [105] compared these algorithms in the domains of stereo matching, image
stitching, 2D binary image segmentation, denoising and inpainting, for different types
of smoothness-based priors. They demonstrated the potential of these global minimiza-
tion algorithms over the older yet widely used iterated conditional modes (ICM) [121]
algorithm. While many of these global minimization algorithms have received the much
deserved attention in the domains like stereo matching, they are less explored in the
context of medical imaging. For instance, to the best of our knowledge, TRW algorithm,
which is found to give consistently strong results in various early vision problems [105],
has never been evaluated in the context of medical image segmentation.
The main contribution of this chapter is the convergence study of these optimization
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methods for tissue classification of Magnetic Resonance (MR) brain imaging. Brain tissue
classification plays an important role in many applications. For instance, this is essential
for the quantitative study and analysis of several brain disorders like alzheimer’s disease,
as well as in understanding the development process of the brain. Further, brain tissue
classification is also used as a preprocessing step for many applications like voxel-
based morphometry. Among numerous approaches, MRF models are widely used for
performing automated 3D brain tissue classification [122]. This work evaluates the
recent MRF energy minimization methods on the widely used finite Gaussian mixture
MRF (FGMMRF) model [123].
We note that except in very few works [124], none of the global (or strong local)
optimization methods are evaluated for brain tissue classification. [124] compared
brain tissue classification results obtained from ICM with graph cuts. However, in their
comparison, while graph cuts-based method was using tissue-priors information, this
information is not used with ICM-based method; further, the 3D segmentation in [124]
is done slice by slice on a 2D grid, but not on the original 3D grid. Thus, no comparisons
of MRF energy minimization methods for brain tissue classification are available in the
literature that are performed under identical parameters.
The following algorithms are evaluated in this chapter: (i) two most popular ver-
sions of GC, known as expansion-move and swap-move algorithms [106–108], (ii) an LBP
implementation derived by Kolmogorov from TRW-S [112], called BP-S algorithm, (iii)
an improved version of the original TRW algorithm [111], called the sequential TRW
(TRW-S) [112], and (iv) ICM algorithm [121].
Regarding the implementation of these algorithms, thanks to the MRF library [105] 1,
it has served as a basis for our current implementation. The above mentioned MRF
library can, however, handle neighborhood priors only on a 2D grid which is not suffice
for 3-D medical imaging applications. We have now enhanced it to handle 3D grid
and also integrated it with ITK 2, which is a widely used open-source tool in medical
imaging.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In section A.2, we briefly present the
FGMMRF model and the optimization methods. Evaluation results are presented in
section A.3. Discussion and conclusions are presented in section A.4.
1http://vision.middlebury.edu/MRF/
2http://itk.org/
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A.2 Methodology
A.2.1 Energy Model
Let ν represent the set of all voxels in a given image, and Xp be the label (tissue-class)
assigned to the pth voxel. Let N be the number of voxels in the set ν. Let X be the
set containing the labels assigned to ν, i.e., X = {X1, · · · , XN}. Then, the brain tissue
classification is often formulated as an energy minimization problem of the form:
E (X) = ∑
∀p∈ ν
ψp
(
Xp
)
+ β ∑
∀p∈ ν
∑
∀q∈ℵp
ψpq
(
Xp, Xq
)
,
where the first term is a data term (unary function) representing the intensity modeling
of the tissue classes, and the second term is a smoothness term (pairwise function)
representing the neighborhood-prior modeling. β is a weighting parameter between the
data term and smoothness term.
a) Data term: Let Ip be the observed intensity of the pth voxel, and I = {I1, · · · , IN}.
Let L = {l1, · · · lD} be the set of labels to be assigned. Let θi = {µi, σi} are mean and
variance associated with label li, and θ = {θ1, · · · , θD}. For the brain tissue classification,
intensities of the tissue classes are generally modeled with Gaussian distribution [123].
Hence, the likelihood that a given labeling X and θ have produced I is given by:
P (I|X, θ) = ∏
∀p∈ ν
 1√
2pi σXp
exp
−
(
Ip − µXp
)
2
2 σ2Xp
 .
By taking a negative logarithm of the above equation, the problem of maximizing the
likelihood can be transformed into an equivalent energy minimization problem with the
following unary function:
ψp(Xp) =
(Ip − µXp)2
2 σ2Xp
+ log(
√
2pi σXp).
b) Smoothness term: The smoothness term for FGMMRF model is given by the discon-
tinuity preserving Pott’s model:
ψpq
(
Xp, Xq
)
=
{
0, if Xp = Xq;
1, otherwise.
Note that the above smoothness term does not penalize when neighborhood voxels are
assigned the same label. The finite Gaussian mixture MRF (FGMMRF) model studied
here [123] aims to classify the image voxels into one of the three brain tissue types:
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), gray matter (GM), and white matter (WM). The background
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(BKG) is represented by an additional label. Thus, D = 4 for this model, and the set of
labels is given by L = {BKG, CSF, GM, WM}.
A.2.2 Optimization Methods
We briefly mention here the general characteristics of the optimization methods that we
evaluate on the energy model described in the preceding subsection. For a more detailed
discussion, the readers are referred to [105]. The classical ICM algorithm uses a greedy
approach, and converges faster than the rest of the algorithms evaluated in this chapter.
However, ICM provides local minima, and thus it is very sensitive to initialization
of the labeling. Graph cuts, if applicable, generally gives very accurate results. They
are however applicable to limited pairwise potentials. For example, for obtaining a
guaranteed global optimum with graph cuts, the pairwise potential term should be a
metric in case of GC-Expansion and semimetric for GC-Swap. On the other hand, LBP is
applicable to any energy function, but it does not always converge. Regarding TRW-S, it
is noted in [105] that it can be a good competitor to graph cuts in certain applications.
TRW-S is applicable to any energy function. However, TRW-S is computationally slower
than graph cuts, and convergence of energy is not guaranteed.
A.3 Results
The evaluation is performed on the simulated brain volumes from the Brain Web database
of the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre [125]. We use a data set of 12 brain volumes that
contain images with varying noise levels (0%, 1%, 3%, 5%, 7% and 9%), and two levels
of intensity non-uniformities (INU 20% and 40%).
Among different parameters to be set, the most sensitive parameter in obtaining
accurate tissue classification is the mean intensity of each tissue class (µl). Hence, we
have iteratively updated the mean intensity values of each label using the expectation
maximization approach in [122], by computing the a posteriori probabilities of the labels,
and is given by:
µ(k)
l
=
∑
∀p∈ ν
(Ip) P(k)(Xp = l| Ip, θ(k−1)l )
∑
∀p∈ ν
P(k)(Xp = l| Ip, θ(k−1)l )
.
The σ value for each tissue class is fixed to the typical value 5 [122]. β is fixed empirically
to 1.0 similar to [105, 122], based on the visual inspection of the segmentation results.
In order to compare the energy convergence results from all the methods under
identical conditions, final µ values obtained by iteratively updating them in one of
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the methods (GC-Expansion) are used for the remaining methods. For instance, final
µ values with GC-Expansion, obtained for CSF, GM and WM, for the image with 5%
noise and 20% INU are, 46.3, 92.9 and 126.4 respectively, and the same values are used
with other MRF optimization methods. However, we noticed that, even allowing each
method to independently update the µ values has resulted in similar mean values with
small variations in their first decimal.
All the experiments are run on the same machine (2.26 GHz Intel Xeon Processor,
12 GB RAM). The results from all 12 brain volumes have shown consistently similar
behavior. We show here energy results for just one image with 5% noise and 20% INU,
and visual results for one of the axial slices extracted from the above brain volume.
However, the quantitative results presented here are computed over the entire data set
of 12 volumes.
TRW-S has the ability to compute a lower bound on the energy of the optimal
solution. Similar to [105], we take advantage of this lower bound; instead of comparing
the absolute energies, we normalize the energies by dividing them with the best lower
bound computed by TRW-S, and then compare the energies.
Figure A.1 shows the energy convergence results for the brain volume with 5% noise
and 20% INU. The energy differences among these methods, including ICM, are found to
be marginal. In terms of time taken for convergence, ICM is obviously faster compared
to global optimization methods since, its convergence is based on local optimization
criteria. Among the global optimization methods, expansion-move version of graph
cuts is the fastest one. The energy convergence results for the remaining brain volumes
in the data set are also similar to the above mentioned results.
Figure A.2 shows an axial slice extracted from the image brain volume with 5% noise
and 20% INU, and its ground truth segmentation. Figure A.3 shows automated tissue
classification results obtained from all methods. Quantitative evaluation is performed
using the commonly used metrics: (i) sensitivity (a measure of true-positive fraction),
(ii) specificity (a measure of true-negative fraction), (iii) dice similarity metric (DSM) (a
measure of overlap between ground truth and automated segmentation), and (iv) % of
error in volume; the results are shown in table A.1, table A.2, table A.3, and table A.4.
The differences among the methods for all these metrics are found to be marginal. The
results from ICM in terms of these metrics are, surprisingly, quite close to the best ones.
A.4 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented tissue classification of MR brain volumes with
different MRF optimization algorithms, and compared them using identical parameters.
The evaluated algorithms are: expansion-move and swap-move versions of the graph
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Figure A.1: Comparison of energy results for the MRF minimization methods. These
are the results obtained from FGMMRF model, for the simulated brain volume with 5%
noise and 20% INU. The second and third plots are the zoomed versions of the first plot.
(a) (b)
Figure A.2: (a) One of the axial slices extracted from the brain volume with 5% noise
and 20% INU. (b) Ground truth segmentation of tissues for the same slice; CSF, GM and
WM tissue classes are represented with labels of red, green and blue colors respectively.
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(a) Ground truth (b) ICM (c) BP-S
(d) GC-Swap (e) GC-Expansion (f) TRW-S
Figure A.3: Qualitative comparison of segmentation results in one of the slices in the axial
direction, extracted from the brain volume with 5% noise and 20% INU. Results from all
the methods are very close, and are quite similar to the ground truth segmentation.
Table A.1: Mean and standard deviations of sensitivity of CSF, GM and WM tissues,
obtained from different MRF optimization methods.
Method
Sensitivity(%)
CSF GM WM
ICM 93.42 ± 4.41 92.23 ± 3.41 94.55 ± 2.81
BP-S 93.43 ± 4.39 92.21 ± 3.39 94.62 ± 2.77
GC-Swap 93.23±4.45 91.74 ± 3.59 95.14 ± 2.46
GC-Exp 93.26 ± 4.43 92.01 ± 3.46 94.84 ± 2.61
TRW-S 93.43 ± 4.39 92.21 ± 3.39 94.62 ± 2.76
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Table A.2: Mean and standard deviations of specificity of CSF, GM and WM tissues,
obtained from different MRF optimization methods.
Method
Specificity(%)
CSF GM WM
ICM 99.28 ± 0.85 99.21 ± 0.47 99.21 ± 0.39
BP-S 99.26 ± 0.88 99.22 ± 0.46 99.20 ± 0.38
GC-Swap 99.16 ± 1.11 99.25 ± 0.45 99.10 ± 0.42
GC-Exp 99.27 ± 0.89 99.23 ± 0.45 99.16 ± 0.40
TRW-S 99.26 ± 0.88 99.22 ± 0.46 99.20 ± 0.38
Table A.3: Mean and standard deviations of dice similarity metric of CSF, GM and WM
tissues, obtained from different MRF optimization methods.
Method
Dice Similarity Metric(%)
CSF GM WM
ICM 90.89 ± 8.30 93.32 ± 3.34 93.60 ± 3.07
BP-S 90.79 ± 8.48 93.33 ± 3.32 93.62 ± 3.04
GC-Swap 90.11 ± 9.75 93.17 ± 3.39 93.48 ± 3.04
GC-Exp 90.81 ± 8.48 93.27 ± 3.33 93.55 ± 3.01
TRW-S 90.79 ± 8.48 93.33 ± 3.32 93.62 ± 3.04
Table A.4: Mean and standard deviations of % error in volume of CSF, GM and WM
tissues, obtained from different MRF optimization methods. These values are computed
over a data set of 12 brain volumes with varying noise (0-9%) and INU (0-20%).
Method
%Error in Volume
CSF GM WM
ICM 6.49 ± 11.43 -2.35 ± 0.75 2.05 ± 1.67
BP-S 6.81 ± 12.05 -2.42 ± 0.74 2.16 ± 1.64
GC-Swap 8.46 ± 15.98 -3.09 ± 0.86 3.60 ± 2.00
GC-Exp 6.39 ± 12.16 -2.70 ± 0.82 2.77 ± 1.76
TRW-S 6.81 ± 12.06 -2.42 ± 0.74 2.17 ± 1.64
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cuts method, loopy belief propagation, sequential tree reweighted message passing, and
the older iterated conditional modes algorithm. The evaluation is performed on the
widely used FGMMRF model, using a data set of 12 brain volumes with varying noise
and INU.
In order to draw definite conclusions about the accuracy of the widely used FGMMRF
model (or any other model in general), it is essential to make sure that the solution has
converged to a global optimum. Otherwise, it will be ambiguous whether the resulting
errors are due to the model itself, or, whether the errors are related to the convergence
of optimization method used for solving the model. The current study is important in
this perspective also.
It is well known that since ICM converges to a local optimum, its results depend very
much on the initialization of the labels. In this work, for ICM, each voxel is initialized
with that tissue-class label with whose µ value the voxel’s intensity difference is mini-
mum. From the results, we notice that although ICM is a local optimization method, the
above mentioned initialization resulted in an accurate classification. However, if a data
set to be segmented is quite different from the above tested volumes from Brainweb, it
may be safe to use GC-Expansion rather than ICM so that convergence to a global mini-
mum is guaranteed. Note that among the global optimization methods, GC-Expansion
converged quickly. In the future work, we want to study in more detail, the effects of
different initializations on the convergence of ICM. We would like to extend this evalua-
tion to real brain volumes. Further, we would like to perform similar investigation on
other tissue classification models like partial volume models [122, 126]. It would be also
interesting to evaluate other fast optimization methods like [113].
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B Evaluation of Fusion Methods for
Parotid Glands Segmentation
This chapter presents the segmentation of bilateral parotid glands in the Head and
Neck (H&N) CT images using an active contour-based atlas registration. We compare
segmentation results from three atlas selection strategies: (i) selection of “single-most-
similar” atlas for each image to be segmented, (ii) fusion of segmentation results from
multiple atlases using STAPLE, and (iii) fusion of segmentation results using majority
voting. Among these three approaches, fusion using majority voting provided the
best results. Finally, we present a detailed evaluation on a dataset of eight images
(provided as a part of H&N auto segmentation challenge conducted in conjunction with
MICCAI-2010 conference) using majority voting strategy.
B.1 Introduction
Automated segmentation of structures in the Head and Neck (H&N) CT images is a
challenging as well as important task for radiation treatment of H&N cancer [7]. Among
various structures in the H&N region, parotid glands are one of the important organs at
risk that need to be accurately segmented in treatment planning. Automated segmenta-
tion of parotid glands is challenging because of their low contrast and lack of distinctly
visible boundaries with the surrounding structures. Thus, for an accurate segmentation
of these structures, inclusion of prior knowledge is essential. Atlas-based segmentation
methods are widely used for exploiting prior anatomical knowledge. There are two
factors that mainly affect the accuracy of atlas-based segmentation methods: the type of
registration algorithm used for mapping the atlas to the image to be segmented, and the
closeness/similarity of the atlas to the image to be segmented.
In this chapter, we perform segmentation of bilateral parotid glands in the H&N
CT images, using an Active Contour-Based Atlas Registration (ACBAR) framework.
This framework has been already proven to be successful in the segmentation of other
structures in the H&N CT images, like lymph nodes [7], mandible and brainstem [25].
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As we mentioned, atlas selection is another important factor that affect the accuracy of
segmentation. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the atlas selection strategies.
B.2 ACBAR
In the section, we present a brief description of Active Contour-Based Atlas Registration
(ACBAR) framework. Please refer to [7, 25] for more details. ACBAR framework
combines the forces coming from both optical flow framework (like pixel-based forces),
and active contour framework (like region-based and boundary-based forces). The
formulation of ACBAR has been intuitively derived from level set equation [88]. The
generalized evolution equation of the registration model is given by:
∂u(x, t)
∂t
= −S(x) ν(φL(x + u(x, t), 0)) 5φL| 5 φL| (B.1)
where u(x, t) is the deformation field vector at time t and spatial coordinates x, ν is a
speed function that contains local segmentation and contour regularization constraints,
S(x) is a sign function that provides polarity information, and φL is a labeled level set
representation of the contour proposed in [7].
In the current application, we perform a two-level hierarchical registration. In the
first level, we perform a region-based registration driven by two selected structures of
interest: external contour of the image and the mandible. The reason for using mandible
is because it is adjacent to the actual structure to be segmented (parotid glands), and
thus can influence in accurately segmenting the parotid glands on the target image.
The region-based energy term used is inspired by region-based segmentation model
proposed by Chan and Vese [94], and it is same the one described in [25]. In the second
level, the registration is driven by pixel-based forces, and the corresponding speed term
is same as the one used by [2]. The details of the registration parameters, preprocessing
and postprocessing used here for the segmentation of parotid glands are presented in
section B.4.
B.3 Atlas Selection Strategies
Atlas selection strategy is a key issue for achieving accurate results in atlas-based
segmentation [23, 30]. In majority of works, the much deserved attention has not been
given for atlas selection, and a single segmented image is almost randomly selected as
an atlas for all the images to be segmented. Such random selection can lead to significant
undesirable bias. One of the simple and effective approaches to overcome this problem
is, for each image to be segmented, to adaptively select the most similar atlas from a
given database of atlases [23]. Alternatively, instead of using a single atlas, multiple
atlases can be used. For instance, in [23], it is shown for the segmentation of brain in the
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confocal microscopy images, that, using multiple atlases can give more accurate results
than with a single-best-atlas.
Segmentation results from multiple atlases can be fused in different ways [23, 30, 39].
In this work, we consider two popular fusion approaches: “Majority voting” [23] and
“STAPLE” [39]. In majority voting, each voxel is assigned with the label that most
segmentations agree [30]. Another popular algorithm is “Simultaneous Truth And
Performance Level Estimation" (STAPLE) [39]. Intuitively, majority voting gives equal
weight to segmentations from all atlases, while in STAPLE, the probabilistic estimate of
the true segmentation is formed by estimating an optimal combination of the segmenta-
tions, weighting each segmentation depending upon the estimated performance level.
In this work, we assess three atlas selection strategies: (i) adaptively selecting the “most
similar atlas” for each image to be segmented, (ii) fusion of segmentation results from
multiple atlases using STAPLE, and (iii) fusion of segmentation results from multiple
atlases using majority voting.
B.4 Results
The data set is provided by Princess Margaret Hospital, Toronto, as a part of H&N
auto-segmentation challenge [127]. It consists of 18 CT images. At the time of evaluation,
expert segmentation for only 10 images (training data) are available to the participants,
whereas for the remaining 8 images (testing data), expert segmentations are hidden from
the participants and are available only with the organizers of the challenge; automated
segmentations for the testing data are submitted by the participants to one of the
organizers and then, the organizer has generated the evaluation results for the testing
data. Out of 10 images in the training data, for 3 images (numbered: 01, 04 and 10),
there are considerable artifacts in the mandible region; so we have constructed an atlas
database with only the remaining 7 images. We note that we could actually remove
those 3 images from the training data as well. However, we deliberately did not do
that because, in practice, we can only select the images to be used in the atlas database,
but not the images to be segmented. On the other hand, we could have introduced a
preprocessing step before segmenting them, in order to remove the artifacts and thereby
obtain more accurate evaluation.
In order to speed up the registration, all images are cropped in the Z-direction; the
images are cropped such a way that they include all the structures of interest (parotid
glands) as well as 3 additional axial slices both at the top and bottom of the images.
First of all, an affine registration is performed between the images to be segmented
versus all the images in the atlas database. We use the AffineTransform available in
ITK 1 along with Mean Square Error (MSE) as similarity metric. Then, for each image
1http://www.itk.org/
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Figure B.1: Box plots of Dice Similarity Measure (DSM) for the segmentation of Left
Parotid (LP) and Right Parotid (RP) glands, for varying number of atlases. Box plot
corresponding to a single atlas represents the results for single-best-atlas selection.
to be segmented, atlases are ordered based on the resulting MSE at the end of affine
registration. This is based on our hypothesis that smaller MSE indicates better similarity
of the atlas to the image, and thus, is ordered first. This ordering is used later while
merging segmentations from multiple atlases. Then, as described in section B.2, a 2-level
active contour-based registration is performed; in the first level, region-based forces
and curvature forces are used, and in the second level, pixel-based forces are used.
The parameters for ACBAR are same as those used in [25]. For the segmentation of
parotid glands on testing data, merged segmentation results from multiple atlases are
post-processed by connected-component-thresholding to contain only the principal
component, followed by Gaussian smoothing.
B.4.1 Comparison of Atlas Selection Strategies
Three types of atlas-selection strategies are compared on the training data of 10 images.
While selecting atlases for each image, obviously, the same image in the atlas database is
left out and is not considered as an atlas-candidate. Figure B.1 shows box plots of Dice
Similarity Measure (DSM) for the segmentation parotid glands, with varying number of
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Figure B.2: Graph showing the average values of DSM for the segmentation of Left
Parotid (LP) and Right Parotid (RP) glands, with varying number of atlases. Note that
since atlases for each image are ordered in the decreasing order of similarity, the values
shown for single atlas (i.e., values corresponding to x-label: “1”) represent the average
DSM values for “single-best-atlas” selection strategy.
Table B.1: Comparison of the three approaches for parotid glands segmentation.
Atlas Selection Optimal no. Corresponding DSM (mean ± SD)
Strategy of Atlases Left Parotid Right Parotid
Adaptive Single
- 74.05% ± 6.02% 73.37% ± 5.06%
Best Atlas
STAPLE 3 76.77% ± 5.13% 76.02% ± 5.05%
Majority Voting 6 78.85% ± 5.01% 78.01% ± 4.18%
atlases. Top row and bottom row respectively show the statistics for atlas fusion using
STAPLE and Majority Voting (MV) algorithms. First and second columns respectively
show the statistics for left and right parotid glands. Please note that for each image to
be segmented, atlases are ordered in the decreasing order of similarity; in other words,
the first atlas for each image represents the “most similar atlas” for that image. Thus, in
the box plots of both STAPLE and majority voting approaches, the boxes corresponding
to single atlas (i.e., the first box in each figure with x-label: “1”) actually represent
the statistics for “single-most-similar” atlas selection. Because of this reason, we have
not separately shown the box plots for single best atlas selection strategy. Figure B.2
shows average values of DSM for parotid glands, over the complete training data, with
varying number of atlases. Table B.1 summarizes the comparison of the three atlas
selection approaches. Note that number of atlases for which the average value of DSM
is maximum, is considered as the “optimal number of atlases” for that strategy.
Multi-atlas-based segmentation results clearly outperformed the single-best-atlas
selection, with an optimal selection of “number of atlases”. Between the multi-atlas
selection strategies, STAPLE gave its best results with 3 atlases whereas results from
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Table B.2: Hausdorff distance(HD) statistics for left parotid segmentation.
Dataset No. Mean HD Median HD No. of slices ( HD > 3 mm )
11 9.65 9.61 34 (34)
12 7.40 7.44 28 (28)
13 10.34 9.79 26 (26)
14 11.65 9.69 24 (24)
15 6.42 5.12 23 (23)
16 6.69 4.98 29 (28)
17 14.26 14.71 33 (33)
18 8.76 8.22 24 (24)
Mean±SD (9.40±2.68) (8.70±3.11) -
MV kept improving till 6 atlases. There is approximately 2.7% improvement in DSM
from single-best-atlas to the best results of STAPLE, and there is further improvement of
2.1% from the best results of STAPLE to that of MV. Based on these results, for the final
evaluation on the testing data, we have chosen majority voting strategy with 6 atlases.
B.4.2 Evaluation on Testing Data
As mentioned in the preceding subsection, the final evaluation on the testing data of 8
images is performed using majority voting with 6 atlases. The quantitative evaluation
is performed using various Hausdorff Distance (HD)-based and overlap (OV)-based
metrics. Some of these metrics are evaluated both slice-wise and volumetric-wise.
Figure B.3 shows ground truth and automated segmentation of parotid glands for one
of the images. Table B.2 and table B.3 respectively present the Hausdorff distance and
overlap statistics for left parotid gland segmentation. Similarly, table B.4 and table B.5
respectively present the Hausdorff distance and overlap statistics for right parotid gland
segmentation. As expected, the quantitative evaluation results for left and right parotid
glands have similar behavior, because of the similarities of these two structures. Average
total volume overlap is around 75.5% whereas the average mean-HD is around 9 mm.
B.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented the segmentation of parotid glands in the H&N CT
images using active contour-based atlas registration framework. We have evaluated
three atlas selection strategies: single-best-atlas, STAPLE and majority voting; among
the three approaches, majority voting gave the best results. We then performed the final
evaluation on the testing data using majority voting.
Although the current automated segmentations still need manual corrections before
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Figure B.3: Middle two columns show the segmentation of parotid glands for one of the
images in the testing data. First and last columns show a zoom of the selected regions in
the middle image. Ground truth and automated segmentations are respectively shown
in green and red colors.
Table B.3: Overlap(OV) statistics for left parotid segmentation on testing data.
Dataset No. Average slice OV Median slice OV Total volume OV
11 69.4 % 72.3 % 77.3 %
12 72.1 % 78.8 % 77.0 %
13 69.0 % 75.7 % 74.2 %
14 68.6 % 78.5 % 74.6 %
15 81.9 % 87.6 % 85.9 %
16 73.0 % 79.0 % 75.9 %
17 60.7 % 63.0 % 63.5 %
18 69.4 % 73.8 % 75.4 %
Mean±SD (70.51±5.89)% (76.09±7.02)% (75.48±6.10)%
using them in treatment planning, these results are quite promising considering the low
contrast of the parotid glands and the presence of artifacts. These two issues can be
clearly noticed from figure B.3.
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Table B.4: Hausdorff distance(HD) statistics for right parotid segmentation.
Dataset No. Mean HD Median HD No. of slices ( HD > 3 mm )
11 6.81 5.69 32 (32)
12 12.30 9.62 30 (30)
13 9.69 7.01 26 (26)
14 12.23 9.81 24 (24)
15 8.13 5.27 26 (24)
16 7.03 6.02 31 (30)
17 10.17 10.28 27 (27)
18 6.62 5.90 25 (25)
Mean±SD (9.12±2.33) (7.45±2.10) -
Table B.5: Overlap(OV) statistics for right parotid segmentation on testing data.
Dataset No. Average slice OV Median slice OV Total volume OV
11 77.8 % 83.1 % 81.7 %
12 66.6 % 76.2 % 71.7 %
13 72.4 % 75.8 % 77.9 %
14 62.1 % 70.6 % 68.1 %
15 77.7 % 85.1 % 84.4 %
16 69.5 % 75.4 % 73.8 %
17 64.7 % 72.2 % 67.5 %
18 73.8 % 82.3 % 80.2 %
Mean±SD (70.58±5.86)% (77.59±5.30)% (75.66±6.34)%
The main contribution of this work is the evaluation of three atlas selection strategies.
We note that while ordering the atlases for fusion, we have arbitrarily selected MSE as a
measure of similarity. In future work, we would like to evaluate and compare the effect
of using other similarity measures, like normalized correlation coefficient and mutual
information.
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